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Public backs
new Alexander's
MSU presidency

EDWARD SHERIDAN Ledger & Times photo

PRESIDENT F. KING ALEXANDER ... The new president of Murray State University addressed a large gathering Saturday morning
as he was formally introduced to the college and Murray community.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
If Dr. King Alexander's first
press conference as the new president of Murray State University is
any indicator, he will not have to
worry about a lack of public support
when he formally takes over the
position.
Local media, state officials, university administrators and other
well-wishers crowded' into the
Barkley Room of the MSU Curris
Center Saturday morning for the
official introduction of King
Alexander, son of retired MSU
President Dr. Kern Alexander, as the
10th president in the university's
history.
"I-never expected this kind of
crowd," said Sid Easley, chair of the
MSU Board of Regents. "When
(Kern Alexander) was here, I think
we had about 10 people show up."
King Alexander, who was serving as the director/coordinator of the
higher education program at the
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. was hired by the board
of regents Friday afternoon by a
vote of 10-1.
"I hope I don't let any of you
down," King Alexander told the
crowd Saturday. "I think the direction the university is going is a
direction I advocate, and I hope I

don't mess anything up."
King Alexander will not only be
following his father as the new MSU
president, but will also be making
the jump from being a non-tenured,
assistant professor to head of a public university.
"This is a great experiment for all
of us," King Alexander said. -A son
succeeding a father has occurred at
private.universities, but this is the
first time it's happened at a public
university."
No starting date or salary has
been set for the new president yet. In
fact, King Alexander said he will
still have to inform his students in
Illinois that he will no longer be
teaching their courses.
"That's a good question," he said
when asked what his starting date
might be. "We still need to discuss
that."
King Alexander. who will turn 38
in October, is a widower and a father
of a 2- and 5-year-old. While he said
the task of running a university and
being a single parent will present
challenges, he i confident he will
receive enough support to enable
him to do both jobs'effectively.
"I juggle everything," King
Alexander said."I will continue juggling. I am not making this decision
by myself.I am making this decision

•See Page 2

Guard suspected in rampage kills self after shootout
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — A for- Sacramento County Sheriff's Capt. John
mer security guard wanted in a mass killing McGinness.
spree shot himself to death after a high"It was such a mess out there," said sherspeed chase and police shobtout Monday, iff's dispatcher Linda Casillas.
capping a bizarre weekend of violence that
After Ferguson allegedly claimed his
followed another Sacramento rampage three fifth victim late Sunday, a California
weeks ago.
Highway Patrol officer spotted him in
Joseph Ferguson, 20, killed himself in a Rancho Cordova, about five miles from
stolen car after leading officers on a 40- Sacramento, and began the pursuit.
minute chase through suburban Rancho Ferguson, believed to be heavily armed,
Cordova, shooting an officer and a exchanged fire with officers during the
bystander during the frenzied pursuit, said chase,then smashed into a light pole in front

of a fast-food restaurant, police said.
He remained sprawled in the car while
authorities waited, and when they
approached they found he had shot himself.
McGinness said.
Authorities say Ferguson went on the
rampage because he was upset over losing
his girlfriend and getting suspended from
his job with Burns Security a week earlier.
His ex-girlfriend, also a Burns employee,
and three other former co-workers were

among the victims.
While holding the fifth victim hostage
late Sunday. Ferguson made a video in
which he foresaw his fate, McGinness said.
"He described a very violent plan of
attack on innocent victims," McGinness
said."He said if cornered he would take his
own life and that's exactly what he did."
Ferguson allegedly began the shooting
spree late Saturday, killing two people at an
equipment yard and another two at a nearby
marina. Three of the initial victims were for-

mer co-workers.
He then handcuffed another former coworker to a tree at the Sacramento Zoo and
fled in her car, police said. Ferguson was
heavily armed, and officials evacuated
Burns employees out of fear for their safety.
On Sunday, police said he shot a Burns
Security supervisor to death. after keeping
the man and his wife hostage for more than
12 hours and making the video.
It was the second deadly rampage in
Sacramento in three weeks.

Murray's Downtown
district project starting
Special to the Ledger
As part of its downtown revitalization efforts Murray Main Street is
beginning work on a downtown
National Register district project.
Starting Wednesday, Sept. 12, work
on this long awaited project will
begin in earnest.
Murray Main Street Manager
Robin Taffler stated that,"creating a
downtown National Register district

is important for several reasons.
Kentucky has the fourth largest listing of buildings on the National
Register in the United States.
"We would like Murray to be part
of that rich history and tradition. In
the process of defining a district and
identifying buildings for nomination
to the register a lot of research takes
place. You become aware of various
roles that different buildings played

in the local culture of the community," she said. "Lost stories come to
light and puzzling pieces begin to
weave together painting a clearer
view of our past.
"Creating a downtown district
also offers building owners and
developers a distinct economic benefit. Once a building is listed on the

•See Page 2

Man jailed for ramming deputy's car
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jerome Vincent Najera, 22, 4255 Meadow Glen
Road, Auburn, Calif., was arrested Saturday on several
charges after he allegedly rammed a sheriff's deputy's
vehicle.
The deputy was investigating a prowler call in New
Concord early Saturday morning when he began to follow a vehicle driven by Najera. Najera then pulled into
the front yard on Kline Road and shut off his lights.
The deputy asked Najera to back out of the yard and
wait for the deputy to talk to him. The deputy then
returned to his own vehicle. Instead of backing out of

the yard, however, Najera backed up and rammed the
deputy's vehicle head-on.
According to a sheriff's departhisulepolt„N.ker.:4__
did this two more times before the deputy could get out
of his vehicle. The report estimated damage to the
deputy's vehicle at over $1,000.
Najera was arrested on charges of driving under the
influence, having no operating license, refusal to submit
to blood, urine or breath tests, first-degree wanton
endangerment, first-degree criminal mischief, and three
counts of contempt of court for failure to pay.
He is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail
on $2,500 cash bond.

ERIC WALKER Ledger & Times photo

RAIN, RAIN, GO AWAY! ... The umbrellas were out in full force during a strong shower that
dumped water on Sunday's MSU soccer match at Cutchin Field. It wasn't an unusual sight
since rain drenched the area throughout the weekend.
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• Project ...
From Front

'Voice of the
Wildcats'Ledford
is laid to rest

National Register of Historic Places
or is a contributing structure to a
National Register District, it is eligible to receive a 20 percent Historic
Federal Tax Credit if rehabilitated
for public use, using the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards
Guidelines for Rehabilitation of
buildings. This is a huge boon to
people interested in renovation and
adaptive reuse of historic properties.
It essentially means that the building owners would get cash back into
their pockets. For example $20,000
would be realized on a $100,000
project."
Aside from highlighting a community's distinctive historic structures, having a National Register
District helps pave the way for other
types of local design guidelines.
With all the work that is currently
taking place downtown, having
design guidelines and recommendations will help to preserve the work
that is taking place and also giyes_.
property owners a way to help protect their property and investment.
Nominating an entire district to
the National Register is a laborintensive process. Murray Main
Street has hired architect Donna
Logsdon to help assist with the
nomination. Ms. Logsdon has had a
great deal of experience in doing
both Historic Resource Surveys and
National Register nominations. Her
most recent National Register
Nominations were done for Horse
Cave, Kentucky, New Liberty,
Henderson,
and
Kentucky
Kentucky. In addition to the work
that Ms. Logsdon is doing several
volunteers from Murray Main Street
will be assisting her with research.
All properties will have to be visually documented and thoroughly
researched to determine their his
tonic significance.
To find out more about this project or if interested in volunteering to
help, please call the Main Street
office at 759-9474.
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EDWARD SHERIDAN Ledger e. Times photo
INTRODUCING THE NEW PREZ ... Board of regents chair Sid
Easley (right) introduced Dr. F. King Alexander (left) as MSU's

new president Saturday.

• Public...
From Front

King Alexander said one of his
main priorities as MSU's new presi,
for my family."
dent will be to secure more federal
King Alexander was chosen over funding for the university. He also
two other finalists — Dr. G. Daniel said he wants to increase the level of
Howard, vice president for universi- intercollegiate activities in an effort
ty advancement and administration to keep more students on campus.
at the University of North Alabama,
"I want to have students do as
and Dr. Donald Bates, dean of the many things as possible," he said. "I
school of management at California want them here all the time. I want
State University in Dominguez to see students doing things all the
Hills.
time, all over the place."
While some of the MSU faculty
King Alexander also pointed to
expressed their opposition to him as current data that suggests many of
a candidate last week, King the nation's universities are seeking
Alexander said the show of concern to stabilize their enrollment levels,
by the university's employees is meaning the field will be wide open
actually an encouraging sign to him. for universities such as MSU to
"I would be much more con- expand their recruitment efforts.
cerned if there wasn't this level of
"We don't recruit anybody at the
caring at the university," he said. University of Illinois," he said. -We
"Everything you hear is because just sit there. The opportunity is
someone is concerned about the uni- there for Murray State to take
versity."
advantage of what these other states
During- the press conference, are not doing."
King Alexander placed a great
Arhong those in attendance
emphasis on fund-raising, both at Saturday was state Sen. Bob
the public and private levels. While Jackson (D-Murray), who gave the
not dismissing the importance of new university president a firm vote
academics, he said he will leave of confidence.
most of the academic planning to the
"I think he's highly qualified,"
MSU faculty and provost.
Jackson said. "King Alexander is
"I believe academic affairs are recognized as one of the young,
primarily run by the faculty and the bright leaders in higher education in
provost," he said. "I think that if I this country today. I'm looking fortry to meddle in the area of academ- ward to working with him."
ic affairs. I might mess everything
Kern Alexander was out of town
up. It would be a mistake for the and did not attend the press conferinstitution to waste the knowledge ence or the regents meeting Friday.
of the faculty."

CRAWFORD'S
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Crash that
killed Aaliyah
was overloaded
FORT LAUDERDALE, Ha.
(AP) — A twinrengine plane was
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RHONDA SIMPSON AP Photo

SAYING GOODBYE ... Former
University of Kentucky basketball player and Morehead
State basketball coach Kyle
Macy talks with reporters outside the funeral home just
before the funeral for Cawood
Ledford Sunday, Sept. 9, 2001,
in Harlan, Ky. Ledford, a former University of Kentucky
sportscaster, died Wednesday
after a prolonged battle with
cancer. He was 75.
ed to Ledford to show her student
that poor kids from Appalachia can
be successful in any field if they
work hard.

Check out each
issue of the
Murray Ledger
& Times!

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071 -1 040

Jackpots
Start At
ts2 Million!

HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — Cawood
Ledford was the voice of the
Wildcats for people across
Kentucky. But in his hometown in
eastern Kentucky, he served a more
inspiring role.
Ledford was the example teachers pointed to when telling poor
children in the coal-mining region
that they can be successful.
"The children knew Cawood
Ledford better than they knew their
own principals," said Gayle
Lawsdn, a retired teacher from
Harlan. "They listened to him
more."
The high profile of a UK sportscaster who grew up in the same
rugged mountains made him ideal
for the job.
Ledford died early. Wednesday
after a prolonged battle with cancer.
He was 75.
Under a cloudless big blue sky,
the sportscasting icon was buried
Sunday afternoon in the family
cemetery at Cawood.
By 1951, Ledford was announcing high school football and basketball games for WHLN in Harlan. He
moved to Lexington two years later
and began calling UK football and
basketball games. That was the start
of a 39-year stint as the voice of the
Wildcats, a position that raised him
to first-name status with Kentucky
sports fans.
He retired after the 1991-92 basketball season.
Lawson said she had often point-

ii

significantly overloaded when it
crashed in the Bahamas last month,
killing singer Aaliyah and eight others on board.
"The total weight of the luggage.
fuel on board at the time of the accident, plus the weight of the passengers showed that the total gross
weight of the airplane was substantially exceeded, said the National
Transportation Safety Board report.
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New WA chairman looks to make his mark
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Glenn
I,sixth-generation
c, McCullough,
a
Mississippian who grew up in the first city
to buy Tennessee Valley Authority power,
now heads the federal corporation and has
until 2005 to make his mark.
Major hurdles loom for the nation's
largest public power producer — an anticipated need for more electricity to support a
growing seven-state region while keeping
rates low and reducing a $26 billion debt.
But McCullough, 46, said all that is possible, plus more green power, enhanced
river stewardship, even energy conservation
help for consumers.
"I'll tell you something you can expect,
and hold us accountable," the new chairman
said. "We are going to generate more for

less for the good of many."
_McCullough, a former Republican mayor
of Tupelo. took the oath as a TVA director in
1999 on the same spot in his hometown
where President Franklin Roosevelt touted
the New Deal agency 65 years earlier.
On July 19: President Bush named him
TVA's 12th chairman.
With the Bush administration touting a
national policy dedicated to finding new
sources of energy and power generation,
McCullough believes now "is arguably the
most exciting time in TVA's history."
"We've got a good team and we've got a
good story," he said. "We've got to be more
effective in conveying the facts. And it is my
responsibility to do that."

McCullough, a varsity cheerleader at
Mississippi State. led his family's steel business before joining the Appalachian
Regional Commission and the TVA board.
He sees Bush's call to run TVA like a
business as a mantra, but he acknowledges
that TVA carries a larger, historical role in
the valley's economic and social fabric.
"The president is right on target. This is
big business. We've got to run it using sound
business principles and consistent with the
president's expectation," he said. "Never
forgetting that we are in the business of
serving people."
U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp, a three-term
Republican from Chattanooga, the home of
TVA's power headquarters, said he feels
•'much better about TVA under this leader-

ship than I have felt since I was elected to By The Associated Press
Congress."
Facts and figures about the Tennessee
Valley Authority and Chairman Glenn
McCullough's predecessor, the retiring McCullough:
• Began serving on TVA board as
Craven Crowell, was a Democrat who
sometimes ruffled GOP feathers during his President Clinton nominee in November
1999. Term expires May 15, 2005. Appointed
nearly eight years with the agency.
With the pending U.S. Senate confirma- TVA chairman by President Bush on July 19.
tion of Knoxville businessman Bill Baxter 2001.
• First Mississippian on TVA board.
to the three-member TVA board, "we will
• Bachelor's degree in agricultural ecohave the most competent total board in a
nomics from Mississippi State University,
generation," Wamp said.
where he was varsity cheerleader.
Baxter, a Republican, is a former
• Spent 12 years with family's steel comTennessee economic development commis- pany, McCullough Steel Products, rising to
sioner. The third director, Skila Harris, who president
joined the board with McCullough two
• Appointed director of Mississippi Office of
years ago, is a Democrat who once worked Applachian Regional Commission in 1992,
• Elected Tupelo's 23rd mayor in 1997.
for Al Gore and the Emergy Department.

Energy conservation
paying off to $8M tune
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — The Tennessee Valley Authority's energy
conservation is paying off — with savings of $6.5 million to $8,million a
rear.
A TVA report shows that the federal utility has been ahead of federal
standards for lower energy use for the past five years and is likely to meet
2005 targets.
"My sense would be that TVA would be a leader in this area just because
of natural expertise here." said TVA Inspector General Richard Chambers,
whose office prepared the report. "There's certainly no other federal entity
that is in the energy production business to the extent that TVA is."
Sens. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn., and Joe Lieberman, D-Conn., requested
the report. The senators each are his party's senior leaders on the
Governmental Affairs Committee.
The federal standards, issued in 1985, call for federal office buildings to
cut energy use by 30 percent by 2005 and by 35 percent by 2010,compared
to 1985 levels. By last fiscal year. TVA's reduction was at 27 percent with
savings of about $2.5 million to $3.5 million a year. Industrial facilities
must make reductions of 20 percent by 2005 and 25 percent by 2010. compared to 1990 levels. By last year,TVA's facilities achieved a 21 percent cut
in energy use at savings of $4 million to $4.5 million a year.

Illinois' Lt.
Gov. aiming
for top seat

ERIC WALKER/Ledge. & TIriie5 phut
DOUBLE UP ... Dale Dunlap (top) and Jeff Raspberry
worked putting siding on the old MSU tobacco barn, located off Robertson Road, Thursday. The two, from Dunlap
Construction, had previously been working on the university's new tobacco barn, located right next to the older
barn.

Town
The following are events that are
of interest to our readers:
MEETINGS
Tuesday, Sept. 11—Weaks
Community Center Board 10 a m
Sr Citizens Center. St Leos
Parrish Center. 401 N 12 St

Thursday, Sept. 13—Calloway
County Board of Education,6 p.m.,
East Elementary. 1169 Pottenown
Rd
—Murray Independent Schools
Board of Education. 7 p.m.. 208 S.
13th St

Erin spares Bermuda
MIAMI (API --- Hurricane Erin
drenched Bermuda and kept some
tourists from heading home, but the
island escaped major damage as the
center of the storm passed far offshore.
The storm was moving nonh-

CHICAGO (AP) — Lt. Gov.
Corinne Wood announced her candidacy for governor Sunday and
immediately distanced herself from
the current Republican administration.
"I'm going to turn the political
landscape upside down," Wood told
about 1,500 supporters at a down,wn Chicago hotel.
Wood. a Republican, said she
,/14 ould not solicit or accept campaign contributions from state workers. Gov. George Ryan, who has
announced he will not seek re-election, has been dogged by a federal
investigation that resulted in charges
against 41 people for allegedly
accepting or paying bribes in
exchange for driver's licenses.
Prosecutors allege that $170,000 in
payoffs ended up in Ryan's campaign coffers.
Wood is the third Republican to
enter the primary race, with
Attorney General Jim Ryan and
state Sen. Patrick O'Malley.
Democrats in the race include
U.S. Rep. Rod Blagojevich, 1978
gubernatorial nominee Michael
Bakalis, former state Attorney
General Roland Burris, Cook
County State's Attorney Richard
Devine,and former Chicago schools
chief Paul Vallas.

PREBUY
GAS
We Saved You $1,per Gallon
Our
customers
who prebought gas
early saved almost $1 per
gallon for gas last winter, call us
early to get your prebuy for this next winter.

Calloway County Propane Gas
3040 Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky • 753-8011
new serving Calloway Countyfor Lake Region Propane
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northyk cst at 13 mph early. Monday
after skimming past Bermuda on
Sunday. hut it was expected to turn
away from the t lnited States.
Some indirect threats in the form
of large ocean swells may he expected, especially. in New England.
mainly tomorrow and Wednesday.
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Capitol Ideas
By MARK CHELLGREN
Assorlar.H Press Writer
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Redistricting state
political power
9 toward the center
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Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington. D C 20510
web: www house gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
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137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C.20510
bunning@bunning senate gov
web- www
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #1
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.),L_____
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
1-202-274 2541 (Washington #)
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Social Security may be bad economics
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Few, if any, votes
have ever been
lost by 'a candidate's pledge to
defend
Social
Security.
But
what works politically does not always make good
sense economically.
With the economy in its deepest
slowdown since the 1991792 recession, President Bush and congressional leaders so far are standing by
their pledges not to tap into the
Social Security surplus — promises
made when the economy was in better shape.
Keeping their word could mean
clamping down on government
spending just when the economy
may. need it the most, economists
suggest.
They contend politicians have it
backward: This is the time to be
spending down the surplus, not
hoarding it.
"You spend the money in the bad
times and you save it in the good
times. And the budget should be
roughly balanced over a business
cycle, not necessarily year by year,
said David Wyss, chief economist
for Standard and Poor's.
"Of course, politics usually don't
have a lot to do with economics."
sN said.
-

But the state of the economy has "slowdown is real and it's affecting
everything to do with politics.
too many lives." •
History shows that the presiBush was said to be privately
dent's party loses congressional 'considering call ii for across-the seats in midterm elections and that board budget cuts next year if the
voters tend to blame the president economy. continues to worsen.
for bad economic times.
"We can work together to avoid
With Democrats clinging to a dipping into Social Security.- he
one-vote majority in the Senate and said. Both House Speaker Dennis
Republicans holding a 10-seat Hastert. R-III., and Senate Majority
majority in the House, the stakes in Leader Toni Daschle. D-S.D., made
2002 are high.
similar statements. "On a bipartisan
'Democrats blame Bush's 10- basis at this level, there is no desk..
year, $1.35 trillion tax cut for the no willingness to tap into the Social
fading black ink, and suggest Social Security trust fund.- Daschle said.
Security reserves are in jeopardy.
Bush goes himself a big out.
Firing back, Btish and congressional however. saying that a full-blown
Republicans claim potential over- recession would he an exception
spending by Democrats threatens as would war.
Social Security reserves more than
Projections by both the White
his tax cut, a reduction Bush con- House Office of Management and
tends will help revive the economy. Budget and the nonpartisan
Both parties fear being portrayed Congressional Budtiet Office show
as threatening Social Security with that the non-Social Set:urn \L part of
an election year approaching. Thus the surplus essentially has evapoi at
Social Security politics, not eco- ed.
nomics, are likely to drive the budgLate last •week. Sen. Pete
et battles of the coming weeks.
Domenici.
NI.. the senior
Bush has remained firm on his Republican on the Senate Budget
pledge to protect Social Security Committee, said he had talked to IS
reserves. But his budget of ice sug- economists. and all thought walling
gests the government coul be dip- off Vie Social Security fund in a time
ping into those reserves
the end of declining growth was had ecoof the month.
nomics. He said it could he used to
With the govern nt reporting help pay for important programs like
the biggest one-month jump in education. But he's clearly in the
unemployment in six years on minority.
Friday, to 4.9 percent, Bush said the
l'sing small amounts of Social

Se.mitv funds to finance other programs has no effect on the program's solvency • or. ability to pay
bcnclits...airthermorei overall surpluses arc still expected to hit nearrecord levels tot the next few years
even w ith the economic slowdown.
Hie Social Security trust fund
exists largely on paper. Instead of
real assets, it contains unmarketable
government bonds — essentially
IOt s. l'nless otherwise earmarked,
surpluses that flow into the fund are
now used to help pay down the
national debt.
"We're into the Social Security
surplus every year. It's only a question of what we use it for — do we
use it for debt repayment or for any
other purpose.- said Mitch Daniels,
Fiush's budget director.
Bush does not want to be accused
as his father was in 1992 of ignoring
die domestic economy
and hopes
his tax cut will provide the stimulus
needed to lift the economy from its
yearlong doldrums.
And how much longer will the
eciniomy continue to languish'?
"I guess il I knew the answer, I'd
he an economist, not the president."
Rush answered.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum
has covered Washington for The
Associated Press since 1973,
including five presidencies.

Hispanic influence getting firm U.S. foothold
By CALVIN WOODWARD
And in the latest turn of a seesaw battle going
Associated Press Writer
back through the 1990s. salsa is outselling
WASHINGTON (API — Hispanic influence is ketchup on U.S. grocery shelves, marketers say
felt in the halls of Congress and in heartland
President Bush is not the first president front
towns. It expresses itself in music, on dinner Texas. where entanglements, hostilities and
plates and on the playing fields of the nation.
hands-across-the-border • camaraderie
with
When Mexican President Vicente Fox tours Mexico are older than time.
Washington and a slice of Ohio this week, he may
But he is the first to make radio addresses in
feel quite at home, thanks to the growing Spanish. And in Congress, some members far
Hispanic influence in the United States.
from the border have seen their districts swell
Fox will even find touches of Tijuana in with Latinos and have discovered a sudden need
Toledo. a city with a Spanish nary* if hardly a to learn the language and ways.
sinidgeon of Spanish history.
Democratic Sen. Christopher Dodd. proficient
From soccer to salsa — both the sauce and the from his days in the Peace Corps, has found his
dance — the Hispanic presence is shaping the fluency increasingly useful in Connecticut. where
marketplace and mores of countless neighbor- Hispanics have become the largest minority.
hoods that have seen an influx of Latinos, - His advice is to go beyond language. "Get
Mexicans by far the most numerous among them. familiar with the culture and the music and the lit"I think you're seeing the beginning of a major erature." he said. "People want you to connect
cultural influencing group, which is Hispanic. with them.:
driven. Hispanic-ted." said Tony DirSte71, vhd-has "r• Hispanics are seen as an awakening political
a Latino ad agency in Dallas.
force. leaning Democratic but swayable and hotly
Hispanics make up 12.5 percent of the popula- pursued by both parties — yet largely disinclined
tion, the census found, a 60 percent increase in a to vote. Issues important to them arc getting a
decade.
hard look in Washington by Democrats and
The presence is felt in many ways -- hank Republicans alike.
Bush's proposal to grant legal status to some
machines that offer service in two languages,
Cinco dc Mayo celebrations in rural Arkansas. the illegal aliens, while in a formative stage and runstaging for a second year of the Latin Grammys. ning into opposition, is a leap for his Republican
People with no Hispanic heritage at all are tak- Party.
ing a slice of lime in then Mexican beer....
"A proposal like \his five or six years ago

would have been a complete nonstarter," said
I .isa Navarrete an advocate of Hispanic issues.
"That's not the case any more."
Finally. she says, has come "an acknowledgment that this IS a community that's growing. it's
here to stay and that it's a big part of America's
I law e."
Nine percent of Bush's picks for the senior
Washington bureaucracy so far have been
Hispanic. putting him a little ahead of President
Clinton on that score, according to presidential
appointment counters. Yet Bush's sensitivity on
Hispanic matters has been expressed largely in
symbolic ways, such as the weekly Spanish radio
addresses that he began in early May on the occasion of the Cinco dc Mayo Mexican holiday.
Democrats respond in Spanish, too.
Hispanics seeking information from the government on the Internet -find little in their language. The Interior Department asks Americans
to celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month, but its own
celebration ()I Hispanic treasures is in English.
The White House introduced a redesigned Web
site Friday that includes a section in Spanish.
Some 5.000 Hispanics serve in public office
across the country.. according to the National
Association of Latino Elected and Appointed
Officials.
Most are at the local level; in Congress, there
are no Hispanics in the Senate and 21 in the 435member House. the group says.
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Deaths
Mrs. Eula Mae (Lou) Wilkerson

Mrs..Beverlye Saxton

Mrs. Eula Mae (Lou) Wilkerson, 69, Fox Meadows,
Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 8, 2001, at 9:05 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born May 30, 1952, in Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Bertha Rowena Farris and Charles W.
Rose. One brother, John Brent Bedwell, also preceded her
in death.
Mrs. Wilkerson was a former waitress at Rudy's
Restaurant in Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Fred Wilkerson Jr.; two
Wilkerson
daughters, Mrs. Cordelia Laurence and husband, Don,
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Cindy Dunkle and husband, Sam, Alexandria,
Va.; three sons, Bobby Williams and wife, Bridgett, Jacksonville, Fla.,
Kerry Williams and wife, Jackie, Puryear, Tenn., and Danny Williams and
wife, Rhonda, Almo; one brother Edward E. Fitts and wife. Mena, Puryear,
Tenn.; six stepchildren; 11 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Dorothy Sue Wagoner
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Sue Wagoner will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at First Assembly of God Church of
Murray. The Rev. Jerry Hendley and the Rev. Art Heinz
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Douglas, David, Chuck and
Rick Holt, and Eric and Carl Kelleher. Nephews will
serve as honorary pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will he at tte funeral home after 5 p.m. today
Wagoner (Monday).
Mrs. Wagoner, 52, Campbell Street, Murray, died
Friday, Sept. 7, 2001, at 9:45 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of First Assembly of God Church of Murray. She was
born March 20, 1949, in Madison County, Ill.
Preceding her in death were one son, Casey Edward Wagoner in 1974,
two sisters, Amber Mansker and Betty Holt, and two brothers. Jack and
Charles Holt.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Kelli Heinz and husband, Rev. Art,
and one grandson, Timothy Heinz, all of Murray; her parents, Raymond
Holt Sr. and Nellie McKinney Holt, Dexter; six sisters, Mrs. Carol Barrett,
Mrs. Brenda Richardson, Mrs. Judith Vaughn, Mrs. Deborah Hale, Mrs.
Rebecca Thompson and Ms. Sherry Holt, all of Murray; four brothers,
Raymond Holt Jr., Sequin, Texas, David Hen and Douglas Holt, both of
Murray, and Rev. Richard Holt, Junction. III.

Joe Henry Allbritten Sr.
The funeral for Joe Henry Allbritten Sr. will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Allbritten Jr., George Rudy Allbritten, Ramona
Gatti, Paula Fowler, William Bailey. George Robert Allbritten and Eugene
Allbritten. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Allbritten Sr., 79. North Sixth Street, Murray, died Friday. Sept. 2,
2001, at 6:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he formerly owned and operated
Rudy's Restaurant in Murray. Born Dec. 31. 1921, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Rudy Allbritten and Eula Shroat Allbritten.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Gloria Love Allbritten, to whom he was
married Oct. 24, 1946; one daughter, Mrs. Ramona Lee-Oatti and husband,
Gene, Ocean City, N.J.; two sons, Joe Henry Allbritten Jr. and wife,
Marlene, and George Rudy Allbritten and wife, Emily, all of Carson City,
Nev.; three wirdchildren. Justin and Benjamin Allbritten, and Ann
McKnight; s4e great-granddaughter, Bridgett McKnight; two brothers,
Eugene Allbritten and wife, Bobbie Sue, PIM), Texas, and George Robert
Allbritten and wife, Amy. Modesto. Calif.: sister-in-law, Mrs. Neva Grey
Allbritten, Murray; two nieces, Lynda Houck, Murray, and Paula Fowler.
Henderson: two nephews. Timothy Allbritten and Jimmy Boone, Murray.

Woman killed by
alleged stalker
COEUR D'ALENE. Idaho (AP) said they had unsuccessfully tried to
-An alleged stalker forced his way talk the man into surrendering his
into the workplace of a psychiatric handgun.
Pharris said Seely had filed
nurse on Sunday and fatally shot her
before committing 'suicide, police stalking complaints against the suspect last year. She may also have
said.
The alleged gunman followed obtained a restraining order against
Kathleen Seely, 56. into the North the man, he said.
Police evacuated 11 staff memIdaho Behavioral Health facility for
juveniles at about 2:20 p.m.. Coeur bers and 34 young patients from the
d'Alene Police Sgt. Bob Pharris building.„tNo staff or patients were
reported'injured.
said
Coeur d'Alene is located about
Officers were called to the scene
who
miles east of Spokane.
30
by some of Seely's co-workers,

Mrs. Ruby A. Tabers

Mrs. Beverlye Saxton, 32, Murray, died Saturday. Sept. 8, 2001. at 2:30
p.m. at her home.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Ruby A. Tabers is today (Monday) at II a.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Gerald Tabers is
officiating. Burial will follow in the Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Tabers. 92, St. Louis, Mo., formerly of the Kirksey community,
died Wednesday. Sept. 5, 2001. in St. Louis.
She was married Dec. 10, 1920, in South Hazel, Tenn.. to Otis D.
Mrs. Ruby Louise Mullins, 87, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 9, 2001, at _
Tabers who died in 1967. One daughter, Charlene Tabers. also preceded
11:55 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
her in death. Born Sept. 13, 1908, she was the daughter of the late John
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Felts and Julia Willis Felts.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wilma Larcom, Arnold, Mo
one son, Donald Tabers, Mayfield;
In
flients Since 18,54
Richard T. Perry, 50, Benton,died Sunday. Sept.
at I:39 a.m. His four granddaughters, Donna and
death was from injuries sustained in a automobile accident on Interstate 24 Terry of Mayfield, Deborah of
Lemay, Mo., and Sheryl of Colorado
in McCracken County.
Mr. Perry was a member of Brewers United Methodist Church. He was Springs, Colo.; eight great-grandformerly in the contracting business with Perry Construction Company of children; several nieces and
Prices as of 9 AM
Benton.
nephews.
His father, William H. Perry, two sisters, Diane Perry and Teresa Kay
Perry, and one brother, Roger Perry, all preceded her in death.
Company
Price Chg
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gail Erwin Perry, Paducah. to whom he
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Mrs. Ruby Louise Mullins

Richard T. Perry
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IN A NOISY WORLD

Mrs. Sue Cope

Call Today (270)753-8055

'1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.50%
(September, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
competitive
interest rate is guarThis
anteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 30000 Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details.

Thinking about getting a
home equity loan?

7 Day Home

Think faster

Equity Loan Sale,
Sept. 9-Sept. 15.
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753-4703
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0

0
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e Believe In
Making A Big Deal
Out of Service.
Sometimes It Thkes 4 Few Balloons'
West Kentucky Rural Telephone is planning a Customer
Appreciation Day celebration close to you. Look for us
In your area:

September 5

> No closing costs, fees or points > Interest may be tax
deductible >Simple application process. > 7 days only

New Concord. New Concord Post Oflice. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
. Hardin. Hardib Super Stop BP 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

September 12
West Plains. Hancock's. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Kirksey. Country Store. 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

www.firstarcorn
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Colima'unity
Monday, September 10, 2001

Birth

Jo's Datebook

Hannah Nic• ole
Pritchett

By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor
Housing Authority of Murray is now accepting applications for enrollment in a new class
of its Cisco Training Academy.
The class is designed for students who have
some computer and networking experience and
wish to pursue their CCNA (Cisco Certified
Nework Associate).
The new class will meet Thursdays starting
Sept. 13 from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the housing learning center.
For information call 753-5000.

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Pritchett of
187 Wadesboro Rd., Dexter, are
the parents of a daughter, Hannah
Nicole Pritchett, born on Sunday.
June 10, 2001, at 12:42 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
eight ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
April Ross.
Grandparents are Larry Tim and
Judy Ross, Tompkinsville, and
Jimmy and Gaynell Pritchett, Dexter.
Great-grandparents are Nell Ross
and Cornell and Marie Rhoton.
all of Tompkinsville.

Singles (SOS) will meet
CHAPTER MEETING...Pictured at a recent meeting of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma are, from left, Panda Gibson, Karen Kelso, Bonnie Higginson and Betty Gore.

Trees are available
free by foundation
Fen free trees m.ilJ he i.en to
The trees will he shipped posteach person who joins the Nation- paid at the right time for plantal Arbor Day Foundation during ing between Oct. 15 and Dec. 10
September 2001.
with enclosed planting instructions.
The free trees are part of the The six to 12 inch trees are guarnonprofit foundation's Trees for anteed to grow -or they will he
America campaign.
replaced free .of charge.
The trees are American redbud.
Members will also receive a
white pine, sugar maple, white subscription to the foundation's
flowering dogwood. pin oak, red *colorful bimonthly publication,
maple, birch, silver maple, red oak • Arbor Day, and The Tree Book
and Colorado blue spruce.
with information about tree plant"These trees were selected to ing and care.
provide benefits every season of
To receive the free trees. send
the year: lovely spring flowers. a $10 membership contribution to
cool summer shade, spectacular Ten Trees. National Arbor Day.
autumn colors and winter berries Foundation, 100 Arbor Ave:.
and nesting sites for songbirds." Nebraska City. NE 68410 by Sept.
said - John Rosenow. -president of 10, 7001.
the foundation.

Gamma Chapter
initiates members
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa
Gamma initiated two new members at its recent meeting.
They were Karen Kelso, teacher
at North Elementary School, and
Bonnie Higginson, professor of
early childhood/elementary education at Murray State University.
Vonda Gibson is membership
chairman and Betty Gore is president of the chapter.

Oaks ladies will
play Wednesday
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday. Sept.
12, at 9 a.m.' at the club.
The person scoring the most
os will win the tournament. Pairings will be made at the tee.
Rowena Sanders, phone 4366077, will be made at the tee.
Winners. of the golf scramble
played on Wednesday, Sept. 5
were released as follows:

0
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

The Others
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:30 - 9:50
Jeepers Creepers
R- 1:10 - 3:20 - 7:10 - 9:20
American Pie 2
R- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:30 - 9:45

Timothy Heinz
Grandparents
Dorothy Wagoner,
Art and Dons Heinz
Ray and Nellie Holt

Rock Star
R- 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:40
Musketeer
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:40 • 7:15 - 9:35

CALL

CRIME Wffl
SIOPPERS

Summer Catch
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:50' 7:10 - 9:30

Rush Hour 2
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:20
a.

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Program Information
Call 753-3314

3980 Murray Paris Rd.
Hazel, KY

First place - Rowena Sanders,
Laura Parker, Crystal Parks and
Cynthia Darnall:
Second place - Mary Houston,
Irene Woods, Sue Wells and Lib
Dalton;
Third place - Shirley Wade, Jo
Anne Auer, Dot Finch and Henri
Montgomery:
Chip-in pot - Irene Woods.

Kenlake ladies
hold golf play
Susan Thetford and Freda Elkins
were the winners of the best ball
event at golf play by the Kenlake
Ladies Golf League at the Bill Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake State Resort Park on Sept.
5.
The two players came in with
a 35 for the nine holes.
Ha/el Hill won the "Chip In
Pot" with a chip in on No. Six.

Other members present were
Gloria Theis, Helen Hubbs, Fran
Picha, Louise Parker, Delana
McCuiston, Dotty Elliott, Ina Horton, Betty Judah, Betty Qualkenbush, Alyce Pace, Betty Cardwell,
Jamie Mullins and Bobbe Manning.
Two guests present were Becky
Borton and Sheila Smith.

Ain't 3hat Art
Jattooing $,(piercing

(270) 753-9500

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

The chaPter will meet Saturday. Sept. 15, at 10 a.m. in the
Garden room of Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Susan Crass, the state president of Delta Kappa Gamma, will
be in attendance.
Reservations need to be made
by Tuesday. Sept. 11, with Betty
Gore, 753-8509,or Mary Gail Johnson, 753-6443.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday. Sept. 11,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. This will be the birthday potluck
event. This is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never
married. For information call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754, Barbara at
436-5032 or Larry at 753-7785.

Parkinson's group to meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 1 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home. For information call Dixie Hopkins,
speech language pathologist, at 762-1573.

Alzheimer's group to meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 11, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Carol Ann Passmore, RN/Patient Advocate, will speak
about "Advance Directives." For information call Cindy Ragsdale
LSW at 762-1108.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings
at its stops this month. The latter screenings require a food fast
(water only) for 14 hours. Tuesday stop will be at Cheri-5 Theaters
at Murray from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops Thursday will be at Uncle Joe's Servistar at Dover, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30
a.m. and Your Corner Store at New Concord from 1 to 3 p.m.

Genealogical Society to meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will have its first meeting
of the society year Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 11 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus. Susan O'Neill will discuss the Calloway County Pictorial History Book to be published by the Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. All interested_ persons are invited._

Support Our Park Tuesday
Support Our Park Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 11, at 5:30 p.m.
at the pavilion at North Eighth and Payne Streets in the Murray-Calloway County Parks. All persons interested in the local park are
invited.

THEOS Group will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) will meet Tuesday, Sept.
II, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Opal
Howard will present a program on "Who Is Going To Take Care of
Me?" The group will go later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. For information call Howard at 753-1998, Lillian Steele at 753-2876 or Karen
Isaacs at 753-2411.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

Cheerleader event Tuesday
Calloway County Cheerleaders Booster Club rebate night at Sirloin Stockade will be Tuesday. Sept. 11.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday. Sept. 11, at 5 p.m. in the teachers' work room, according to Patsy Whitesell, principal, who invites all interested persons
to attend.

Outland Cemetery meeting
Outland Cemetery meeting will be Wednesday, Sept. 12, at 11 a.m.
at the cemetery. Persons unable to attend may send their donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery to Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, KY 42071.

CCMS Council will meet

By

Jerry • Les • jayson

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday. Sept. 12, at 4 p.m. in the media center.

Dixieland Court • 1304 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071
Open Mon.-Sat. 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Delta Department will meet

(270) 759-2005

Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Wednesday,
Sept. 12, at 2 p.m. at the club house. "Dermatology of Murray" will
be the program to be presented by Jane Bright RN, BSN. Hostesses
will be Kay Ray, Rosa Crass and Vanda Gibson.

Kids Are Back In Schoo
Eddie Langston

The Green Plain building is located
approximately 1 mile off Hwy 641
between Murray and Hazel on the
corner of the Green Plain and
Murray Pans Roads

R

WE BUY
• Aluminum • Cans
• Brass • Copper

4

A+ Curves,
We're Talens Shape!
Come JoTri The Fun!

est
t ntucky

eppl

cli

906 N. 17th Street • Mayfield. KY •(270)247-1220
510 S. 4th Street • Murray, KY •(270)767-9295

OUR UNIQUE 5Y5TEM....01JICKFIT

•is

a complete workout.. warm-up•sustain target heart ratefor
20 minutes•3-sets of strength training for all major muscle groups
•cool-down •stretching

September 9-13, 2001
Sunday Bible Study - 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service - 10:45 a.m.
7:30 each evening

Max Miller, Speaker
Burlison, TN

• Fast • Fun • Fitness...Exclusively For Women!

Curves® 21

Planning a Party?
Need a c_o_cil place to meet?
Call Debbie before 11 a.m. or after 1 p.m.
to make your reservations

for women

'30-minute fitness & weight loss centers"

759-3400 • 1608 Hwy 121 N • Murray, KY 42071

1510 Cluntast St.

759-3663,,
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Volunteers are needed
for community fair

Mr and Mrs. Williams in 2001

Mr and Mrs. Williams in 1951

Anniversary reception will be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Williams of Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 16.
A reception„ hosted by their son and daughter-in-law, David and
Regina Williams, will be at the Murray State University Curris Center. All relatives and friends are invited to come during the hours of
2 to 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams were married Sept. 12, 1951, in Corinth,

Miss. Their attendants were Ted Bradley and Shirley Wiggins.
Mrs. Williams, the former Jeanette Stone, is the daughter of the
late Iva and Joe Stone Sr.
Mr. Williams is the son of the late Reginald and Jewell Williams.
He is retired from Talon, Inc.
They have one son, David Williams and wife, Regina, and two
grandchildren, Michael Williams and Kelsey Williams, all of Dexter.

First Place orientation will be held on Tuesday
First Place Orientation will be
Tuesday, Sept. 11, at 7 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road South, Murray.
This special orientation will help
to familiarize interested people
with the new First !lace plan.
A Christ-centered health plan,
First Place is now being published
by Gospel Light. Materials for the

13-week session have been updated. Besides the revised items, the
member kit has many new items
- CDs, books, handouts and cassette tapes.
Beginners and repeaters alike
will need to attend orientation to
preview the new material and to
decide if the new plan fits their
needs. Attending orientation is a

prerequisite for enrolling in a
class, but attendance at orientation does not obligate anyone to
join.
Classes will be held at various churches in Calloway and
Marshall counties. Several classes are planned and more will be
added if registration shows that
more are needed.

Fridays, Sept. 14 and 21 The Family Resource and Youth
Westside Baptist, Memorial BapService Centers of the Calloway
County and Murray City School tist, St. Leo Catholic and other
Systems are hosting the 10th annu- churches.
Tuesday, Sept. 25, is the day
al Community Resource Fair on
Saturday, Sept. 22, 2001, at the children unable to attend the fair
Murray State University Curris will be bused to the Armory. Lots
Center and the National Guard of help is needed on this day.
For those who can help preArmory.
pare
clothing, report to the Armor.!,
"Last year's fair was a success
because of all of the community on your designated ay and any addisupport that we received in the tional days you. Children's clothway of volunteers, donations and ing of all sizes and coats for all
contributions. Again this year we 'family members are needed. If
are asking for your help," fair you cannot volunteer time, but wish
to help, the fair welcomes donaofficials said.
Hundreds of volunteers are need- tions of new underwear and socks
ed prior to the fair to prepare of all sizes.(Clean, previously worn
clothing (pressing, mending, sort- underwear and socks are also
ing, sizing and hanging) for the accepted since the needs are so
Clothing Exchange and after the urgent.)
For more information call
fair to distribute clothing for families who were not able to attend. Sharon Bybee, 753-8045, Barbara
Volunteers may come any time Brantley, 436-5899, Calloway
to help. A schedule for church County—Family Resource Center,
volunteers at the Armory from 8 762-7333, CCMS Youth Service
a.m. tó 4. p.m., Monday through Center, 762-7365, CCHS Youth
Friday, has been suggested as fol- Services Center, 762-7390, Calloway Little Laker (Preschool)
lows:
Mondays, Sept. 10, 17 and 24 Family Resource Center, 762-7410,
- Glendale Road Church of Christ or Murray Family Youth Services
Center, 759-9592.
and First Christian Church;
Tuesdays, Sept. 11, 18 and 25
- First Baptist church and smaller Baptist churches;
Wednesdays, Sept. 12, 19 and
26 - First United Methodist Church
Farm
and smaller Methodist churches;
Bureau
Thursdays, Sept. 13 and 20 Andy ntin,
University Church of Christ, smallAgent
er Churches of Christ, First Pres753-4703
1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass •
byterian and Lutheran churches:

Overloaded electrical
outlets are dangerous.

!enWIZ

For information call Martha
Norsworthy at 753-5400.

4GAMES

Read the
Community
pages

Play every Tuesday Evening

0

6:30pm Speedball 7pm Regular

We Have PULLTABS

Progressive Payouts!

JOHNNY W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophlhalmologisf
,[ye Physician & Surgeon

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for

99

Every Tuesday

$
t

i
E

Up to $200 per game depending on # ot players'

40.f

_

COVERALL

N gsillArlOil

1 yrs. or older) 2 games at 50% of the pot. 2 at 75% and 2 at 90':,
Everyone Welcome 118
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Cards starting
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00

f,
/AY

Plays 12
Games

'Regular games ON*
Featuring nightly special_ at Si per card or $2 for twee. Special carry over 7.*
,
,LicenEe *0R00000514
Refreshments cand ' and FREE popcorn served Kentucicy Charitable Ger
/7Y/// /./nY .114:04:65WAY.e.74W

7.1.97

606 N. 12th Street • Next to Office Depot, Murray, KY

1-800-272-9477

KIWANIS SPEAKER...Buddy
Buckingham of Murray, state
representative to the House
in Frankfort, spoke recently
at a meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club. He talked about
Kentucky's new economy program and economic development for the western region
of the state.

Information
collected for
winter events
Material is being 'collected
now by the Murray Tourism
Commission for the annual holiday brochure in order for it
to be available by its scheduled Nov. 1 distribution date.
The holiday brochure is traditionally jam-packed with holiday events taking place in
November and December.
The brochure is filled with
such events as theatrical and
musical productions, special
church services and festivals
and bazaars that celebrate the
-season. The Murray Tourism
Commission prints and distributes 15,000 brochures locally and regionally every year
by the first of November.
"We distribute the holiday
brochures all over western Kentucky, as well as throughout
Murray. The publication gives
great publicity to Murray, and
the community learns all about
the many activities taking place
throughout the holiday season,"
said Judy Gargus, executive
director of the Murray Tourism
Commission.
If your club, organization,
church or charity has an event
scheduled during November or
December, whether holidayrelated or not, and you would
like it printed in the holiday
brochure and on the commission's Web site, contact the
Murray Tourism Commission
by calling (270) 759-2199.
Event information can also
be faxed to (270) 753.-0948,
attention to Judy or Julie.

0J41•0•0•El•V
• Everyone is Invited
to Our
3rd Annual •

NEW PHYSICIAN
PINS
HENRY COUN'Y
MEDICAL CENTER
Dr. Stephanie Dunagan,
Family Practice

Quilt Show
2001
LOCATION:

Dr. Stephanie Carter Dunagan, Family
Practice Physician has returned to her hometown of Paris to join the Staff at Henry County
Medical Center.

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
••••

84 Utterback Koad
Murray, KY

Dr. Dunagan received a B.S. in Biology at the
University of Tennessee at Martin. She
received her medical degree from East
Tennessee State University, James H. Quillen
College of Medicine and completed her
residency at the Troyer Foundation in
Madisonville, Kentucky. Stephanie
Dunagan. M.D. is a member of the
American Academy of Family Practice
Physicians and the American Medical
Association.

DATE:
Thursday, Sept. 13th

TIME:
10 AM - 2 PM
Enjoy a day filled with beautiful quilts, music,
shopping, door prizes, food and fun!
Take a break from it all
in our Quilter's Cafe!
Callfor details on
how to enter
your quilt in our
Quilter's Contest!
1st place winner
receives $100!!
Call 759-8700
for details.

You can shop with:
• Singer
Sewing Center
• English Sewing
• The Wild Rose

This event is sponsored by
Hickory Woods Retirement Center.

Certified by
KY Office of

Aging Services

6
*
E
vv
1.L1.0*

•

•

is LifeT"
This
make it all it ran

Dr. Stephanie Dunagan will be joining Dr.
Walter Griffey, Jr. and Dr. Walter P "Bo"
Griffey, III in practice at the Griffey Clinic
located at 430 South Lake Street in Paris,
Tennessee.
Appointments can be made by
calling (731)642-3024.

Hg_ HENRYCOUNTY

MC MEDICAL
301 tyson

s entre

Penis,

3R242

'31-642-1220

%
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Racers 'rain on Johnson's return
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson returned to the
home of his first head coaching
job hoping to rain on the Murray
State Racers home-opening parade.
The second-year Illinois State
coach got at least half his wish
- it did rain on the Racers, and
on most everyone else during ,a
pre-game thunderstorm that delayed
kickoff for an hour and 20 minutes.
And when the skies cleared, the
.Racers (1-11 created a storm of
then own by erasing a 14-13 halftime deficit with 19 unanswered
points for a 32-17 triumph over
the No. 21 Redbirds Saturday night
at Ros Stewart Stadium.
"1 his was a big game and a
big win for us." said Murray State
head coach Joe Pannunzio."We beat
a team (Saturday) that has a chance
to win the Gateway Conference,
so we're happy to get a win like
this." •
In a contest that was billed as
a shootout between two of Division LANs most prolific offenses, the stars of the game came
tioni the most unlikeliest of places
defense and the kicking game.
The Racer defense — muchmaligned for its struggles in recent
years and torched by sophomore
sensation Eli Manning in Week 1
at Ole Miss — squelched ISLi's
high-octane attack for the majori

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo
BITTERSWEET...Former
Racer head coach Denver
Johnson's return to Murray
turned sour with his Illinois
State squad suffering a 3217 defeat.

RACERS 32, III. State 17
Illinois St.
Murray St.

7 7 3 0 — 17
10 3 9 10 — 32

First Quarter
MSU—Byars 4 run (Andrus kick), 1224
ISU—Washington 8 run (Carroll kick),
5_35
MSU—Andrus 36 field goal, 1:21
Second Cluartor
ISU—Watts 1 run (Carroll kick), 836
MSU—Andrus 32 field goal. 00734
Third Quarter
ISU—Carroll 41 field goal, 605
MSU—Andrus 46 field goal, 2:07
MSU—Childress 9 run (Chilress pass
failed), 00:14
Fourth Quarter
MSU—Andrus 44 field goal, 1213
MSU—McKeel 10 pass from Childress
(Andrus kick). 7:50
A-2,661

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing Yards
Comp-Att-int
Return Yards
Punts-Avg
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

ISU
15
46-200
84
13-26-2
125
6-32 7
2-2
14-138
3238

MSU
22
46-268
178
10-27-1
, 84
2-26 0
4-4
9-67
27-22

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Illinois St ,Watts 29-155.
Washington 12-51. Burk 3-7. Zouzounis
2-(minus-13). +Murray+ St . Blanchard
12-103, Riley 7-81_ Byars 15-59, Childress 9-38 Christon 1-4. Team 1 -(minus1). Bivens
PASSING—Illinois St. Zouzounis 10-181-73, Burk 3-8-1-11: +Murray+ St. Childress 10-27-1-178
RECEIVING—Illinois St Hunter 5-32,
Riley 3-8, Laurent' 1-14. Andreacchi 113, Golson 1-13. Schaeve 1-5, Gatewood 1-(minus-1), +Murray+ St., Nutter
3-76. Slater 2-55. Riley 2-19, Byars 117, McKee' 1-10, Kirkland 1-1

ty of the second half, allowing
the offense to muster enough points
for the victory.
After allowing 169 first-half
yards. the MSU unit clamped down
on the Redbird offense. allowing
ISU just- 115 yards and causing
two key turnovers.
Only one of the Redbirds' nine
second-half possessions produced
points — a 4I-yard field goal from
placekicker Stephen Carroll with
6:05 remaining in the third quarter that gave ISU a 17-13 lead.
"We were able to stick to our
game plan and get a little something going in the first half, hut
we just couldn't do much in that
second half," Johnson noted. "We
were looking to hit on some big
plays, but we're struggling to make
those kind of plays right now.
Junior cornerback Mandrell
McGregory opened the floodgates
for the Racers near the end of the
third quarter, stripping 'SU tailback Willie Watts of the hall near
midfield to set the Murray offense
up.
The Racers were unable to get

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
Kevin Zouzounis durquarterback
State
Illinois
down
takes
(18)
Davis
Xavier
back
REDBIRD GROUNDED...Junior defensive
night.
Saturday
Stadium
Stewart
Roy
at
Redbirds
the
over
victory
32-17
ing first-half action during the Racers'
in the end zone. hut did put points racy and his ability to mercome outs LeOnard Nutter and Michael for MSU.
Despite the two touchdown passon the board -- thanks to the some- personal problems that played Slater, and then finished off the
from Childress. it was an othes
four-play, 46-yard drive with a 9right leg of sophorriore kicker the kicker last fall.
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Lakers down St. Mary CCHS falls to St. Mary
we scored their first.. goal for
them," said Calloway head coach
Mark Kennedy, whose squad
placed 13 shots on goal to 10
for St. Mary. "But we were more
Staff Report
fired up in the second half, and
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — A slow Yezerski gave us two goals right
start belied a strong second half away."
Jacob Caddas' feed to Yezerfor the Calloway County boys'
soccer team, which improved to ski a minute out of intermission
5-2 on the year-v;ith a 6-4 vic- gave the Lakers the lead for
good. and Darek Casper contory over St. Mary Saturday.
Adam Yezerski had a hat trick nected with Yezerski with nine
and an assist for the Lakers minutes elapsed for a 3-1 lead.
Wilson and Morris teamed up
while Brandon Morris added a
goal and two assists and junior- again with 21 minutes to play
varsity call-up Sam Wilson scored before Morris found the back of
twice against the host Vikings the Viking net on Yezerski's
helper with 17 minutes to go.
(1-5).
Wilson put CCHS in the scor- Yezerski made it 6-1 on Corky
ing column after eight minutes Owen's service with 13 minutes
of play thanks to a pass from remaining.
St. Mary closed the gap with
Morris, but St. Mary drew even
scores in a five-minute
three
own
an
going into halftime behind
span, beginning with Patrick
goal at the 32-minute mark.
"We were uninspired in the Reck's unassisied goal with eight
first half, and after we scored. minutes left. Shawn Kennedy then

• CCHS moves
to 5-2 on year

netted a penalty kick at the 6:00
mark before adding an unassisted tally with three minutes to play.
Calloway goalkeeper Kyle
Starks turned away six shots while
Viking netminder Shawn Gosselin
made seven saves.
Mark Kennedy was very
pleased with the play of Wilson, a sophomore who thrived
in the sloppy conditions with
two goals and an assist in the
JV match.
"Sam Wilson was very helpful," said the Laker skipper of
Wilson, who had been receiving
increased playing time at the
varsity level prior to Saturday.
"We thought he had a really
good feel for the wet ground,
and he made some strong plays."
Calloway returns to action
Tuesday with a Second District
home match versus Graves County at 7 p.m. at the Jim Nix Soct
cer Complex

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
PAIN VAII. Ky. Ilasing waited eight days since its last match.
a 6-0 home loss to Second District foe Marshall County. die Calloway County gills' • soc«.r team
struggled in a 4 0 II )3(1 11)ss to
St. Mary Saturday.
The Lady Vikings outshot Calloway 22-7 to drop the Ladv Lakers' record to 1-4, and although
his squad had not seen game action
"I Inn sdas "s,home
since Aug. 30

match versus Lone Oak was canceled by inclement weather —
CCHS head coach
\ Dean Short did not
want to make
43
excuses.
"(The layoff)
fib
didn't have a
factor. at all: St.
St. Mary 4
Lady Lakers 0 Mary had an
intensity level
and a desire to play' soccer that
was higher than ours." Short said.
"I just wasn't pleased with our

performance at all on Saturday,
and we need to make some significant changes."
Goalkeeper Nicole Erwin made
12 saves for the Lady Lakers, but
that was not enough to deter St.
Mary, which scored a pair of goals
in each half to collect the win.
Tuesday's contest at Fort Campbell has been canceled,. but Calloway will return to the pitch
Thursday when the Lady Lakers
host Reidland at 7 p.m. at the Jim
Nix Soccer Complex.

Local golfers compete at Cadiz
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Mtirray High
CADIZ. Ky.
finished in sixth place and Calloway
County took ninth in the Wildcat
Invitational boys' prep golf tournament Saturday at A I I ow head Golf
Club.
Clarksville ("tenni won the 12team meet with a team score of
7(r. led H. medalist .101m Ri an

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO

nen's 4-under-par 68. Heath was
.ond as Marshall County took
sec
third.
Host Trigg County was fourth
at 310, followed by Lone Oak at
319, Murray at 326,Christian County at 331. Hopkinsville at 334 and
Calloway at 340.
Zack Rayburn guided the Tigers
through the I8-hole event with a
7( while James Quertermous fired
a 77. Josh Dunn carded an 84
and Micah Rayburn added an 89

for MHS.
The Lakers were paced by a
77 from Josh Burks and matching 85s from Jeffrey Boyle and
Matt Butterworth. T.J. Hargrove
shot a 93 to round out CCHS'
tally.
Both local squads rejoin their
female counterparts Thursday as
both schools welcome Paducah
Tilghman and Reidland to Oaks
Country Club for a 4 p.m. match.

Read it in the Ledger first

any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coveragg, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Haverstock
and
Suitor
753-3415

At Noon At The

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Game of the Week
CALLOWAY VS.FULTON CO.
MES CABLE - Channel IS

dir

Saturdays at 10:00 am •Tuesdays at 6:00 pm
1)0,0 have MES Cable wet? Call 753-5312forfree installation

211 S. 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Van Heeerstock

Tuesday, Sept. 11, 2001

Lindy Surto.,

NO HASSLES • NO GIMMICKS • NO CONTRACTS
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Racers cruise 6-0

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Six different players scored goals
and Lindsey Gustafson set a school
record with three assists as the
Murray State women's soccer team
defeated Arkansas State 6-0 Sunday at Cutchin Field.
The Racers (3-1). who outshot
the 2-2 Indians 29-10, got the hall
rolling after 10.29 of play as Emily
Schaller scored on assists from
Gustafson and Theresa Reedy.
Elaine McAdams' penalty kick
at the 35:25 mark doubled the
MSU lead to 2-0 below (iuslalmtn
found the net just 19 seconds later
on an unassisted goal.
Gustafson fed Brooke Royer for
a 4-0 margin with 61:04 elapsed
and then set up Michelle Fedor

Representing

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency /OK]
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct. GB
Atlanta
78 64
549
Philadelphia
75 68
525
35
New York
71 73
8
493
461 125
Florida
66 77
Montreal
427 175
61 82
Central Division
L
Pct. GB
W
Houston
84 59
587 —
78 64
55
549
St Louis
77 65
Chicago
542 6 5
441 21
Milwaukee
63 80
Cincinnati
406 26
58 85
Pittsburgh
55 88
385 29
West Division
W
L
Pct. GB
Arizona
81 62
566
San Francisco
80 64
15
556
78 65
545
Los Angeles
3
70 73
San Diego
489 11
437 18.5
Colorado
62 80
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 3
Philadelphia 12. Montreal 4
St Louis 8. Los Angeles 1
Atlanta 9, Chicago Cubs 5
Houston 8. Milwaukee 0
San Francisco 9, Colorado 4 11 innings
Florida 4, N Y Mets 2
Arizona 8. San Diego 2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

W

L

Pct. GB
601
511 13
489 16
387 305
350 36

New York
Boston
Toronto
Baltimore
Tampa Bay

86 57
72 69
70 73
55 87
50 93
Central Division
W
L
Cleveland
82 61
Minnesota
75 68
Chicago
73 70
Detroit
57 85
Kansas City
57 86
West Division
W
L
x-Seattle
103 40
Oakland
86 57
Anaheim
73 70
Texas
66 77
x-clinched playoff spot

Pct. GB
573
525
111
511
9
401 24 5
399 25
Pct. GB
720
601 17
511 30
461 37

Sunday's Games
Toronto 6, Detroit 3
N.Y Yankees 7, Boston 2
Cleveland 9. Chicago White Sox 8
Texas 4. Kansas City 3. 12 innings
Minnesota 3. Anaheim 0
Oakland 4. Tampa Bay 3. 13 innings
Seattle 6. Baltimore 0

Heath tops Lady Tigers
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High Lady Tiger
soccer team suffered its first loss
of the young season on Saturday,
falling to visiting Heath 3-1 at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex.
Lacey Latimer put the Lady
Tigers (5-1) ahead with the only
goal of the first half, scoring off
an assist from Emily Seay with
20 minutes remaining in the first
half.
But that's the only offense Murray would generate in the contest
as Heath scored three unanswered
goats- following the intermission
to come away with the victory.
Katie Sevi scored the first of
her two goals just three minutes
into the second half, knocking the
ball into the net off an assist from
-teammate Jordan Wilkins to knot
the score at 1-1.
Sevi then added her second goal
of the game just minutes later,
punching in a Jennifer McSparin
kick for a 2-1 advantage.

Purples down
Murray 8-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Minus four starters. the Murray
High boys' soccer team found
itself on the wrong end of a power
play Saturday in an 8-0 loss to
third-ranked Bowling Green.
Jet Robinson netted a hat trick
and added an assist as the Purples (9-0-1) outshot the Tigers 177. MHS fell to 6-2.
"(Bowling Green)is a very quick
team. and their speed of play was
a level above." said Murray head
coach James Weatherly. "We'd stay
with them for a while, but they'd
get away for a fraction of a second and that was all it took."
The Tigers. led by goalkeeper
Justin Baurer's eight saves, kept
the Purples off the board through
25 minutes of action until Ever
Menjivar broke the ice off a pass
from Josh Pinkerton.
Robinson then scored with nine
minutes left in the first half off
a feed from Menjivar before mak
ing it a 3-0 contest two minute
later on an assist from Dan
Williams. Williams' penalty kick
with two minutes remaining gave
Bowling Green a 4-0 halftime
cushion.
A pair of 20-yard shots by
Williams two minutes out of intermission — assisted by Robinson
— and Travis Adams three minutes later provided a six-goal
deficit.
Robinson completed his hat trick
at the 9:00 mark on Williams'
second helper of the night before
Chase Vanmeter capped the scoring on a pass from Matt Byrne
with 20 minutes remainin.
Murray's lineup was bolstered
by the return of junior defender
Todd Broker, but the Tigers' injury
list remained at four Saturday
when senior midfielder Tom Masthay was scratched before the Bowling Green contest.
It is unknown whether Masthay (groin). junior midfielders
Micah Greene and Chad Culp and
junior defender Austin Swain will
be able to return for Tuesday's
Second District showdown with
Marshall County at 7 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger photo
FOOT FETISH.. Murray State's
Abby
Baden (9) fights
Arkansas State's Jenny Graham (4) for possession during the Racers' 6-0,win Sunday at Cutchin Field.

McSparin then put the match
away with an unassisted goal at
the 13-minute mark.
"That first loss is always a
tough one.- said Lady Tiger assistant coach Emma Shaw. "Our girls
gave a good effort, but they took
this one pretty hard ... It was just
one of those things where everything happened pretty quickly for
them."
Heath (6-1) peppered the goal
for 19 shots while Murray managed just eight. Lady Tiger goalkeeper Lauren Massey was credited with nine saves while the
Lady Pirates collected three saves.
The Lady Tigers return to action
on Tuesday. hosting rival Marshall
County at 5:30 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium.

Tournament
raises $7,800
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The WATCH/United Way charity golf tournament, held over the
weekend at Oaks Country Club,
raised $7,800 in proceeds.
In the men's division of the
four-person scramble format. the
team of Brian Epperson, Bill
Whitaker, Steve Schneiderman and
Scott Schultz claimed the competition with a final score of 58.
The women's division title went
to the team of Tabitha Crawford.
Nancy Rogers, Claudean Epps and
Linda Jones, who carded a 70.
Closest to the Hole winners
were William Beal and Irene
Woods, who each won $1(0 gift
certificates sponsored by Mattel
of Murray.
In another Closest to the Hole
giveaway. Billy Morton won a
lawn mower donated by Briggs
and Stratton Of Murray. Linda Pate
also won a drawing for a free
vacation.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
O.C.
J. 1/2'' plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O. 4x4 raised curb

you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

We offer

1 CAR I12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

Deluxe Models
54.225
55,025
$5.325
55.525
56.125
$7.475

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

1'. CAR (12520)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

S4.725
S5.425
$5,725
$5.875
56,625
57.875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

You're invited to a Seminar!

Exciting investment
Opportunities for
2002 a Beyond
Learn how the new tax law enhances your
future investment opportunities.
Sponsored by Hilliard lyons
Presenters:
Betty Boston VP, CFP
Tom Ewing

10 DAY SALE
Utility Dump Cart
LTH130 Lawn Tractor

1799"
• 13 h Kohler 011V engine

$17995 Value

1999"

with
purchase of LTH1 30 or

• 15 hp llohler Command DIV one

YTH1 50 Tractors

• Hydrostatic transmission

•42" AO trachea deck
•Cut Imo hut axle
• Mulch kit Mid

YTH150 Yard Tractoi

S9995

• Hydroslanc lransminrr
•42 Air Induction de'.
• Cat) Iron front plc
• Mulch Nil indlitIvr1

Husqvarna

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Agriculture
Diversification &
Development
Field Day

ct ATE (,4if
*P.
4
11
4

A

When: Thursday, September 13, 2001
Registration at 3:00 p.m.
Field Day 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Agriculture Program & Sponsored Meal at 5.:i0 p.m

Where: MSU West Farm Complex «
Special Guest:
Commissioner of Agriculture
Billy Ray Smith

Farm Road)

era.

Visit Industry Exhibits & Hear the Latest On:
Horticulture Topics
•Gteenhouse Production
*Vineyard Tours

Precision Agriculture
•GPS Mapping
*Yield Monitoring
Remote Sensing

Animal Health Topics/Updates

with Hilliard Lyons

Supplemental Agriculture
Enterpri es
*Catfish odthion
'Nursery Production

September 27, 2001, 7:00 PM
Boulders Restaurant, Murray, KY
Refreshments served from 6:30 to 7:00 PM
Please RSVP by September 20th. Call Cindy Rigsby
at 270-753-3366 or 1-800-444-1854 (ask for the
Murray Office).

HILUARD LYONS
No ban guarantee May lose value.

fit Ike (Its' I-1 tic
J ohe on one move that spin
Lads I wian defense and heal `.1 .

Tough Name.
Tough Equipment.

Financial Consultants

Not FOIC insured

lessiL a ‘ittlril

Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571 • Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

A. 4'concrete floor roinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds, 16
O.C.
G. 7 1/16" Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

usizz=j

2:2s later laclue I houia. _INK .1
the loot) v.ith a goal %la a
off A Lauren Rosa shot it iii
71:04 mark.
Geri Thompson coilecIC
saves to help Murray post
shutout of the season.
• The Racers will return to
Friday when they host Al,
Little Rock may
I
at 4 v
Cutchin I ield
• TROY. . la.
11,1 tiffa
handed 'I'm% State its first
the sear Friday as Jackie Tho
goal loth minutes into ovi. l 000
priosed Ore difference in the I.
eN. 2 I
1.vrin Rankin's uniISSIslet1 gt, 11
26 minutes into the conteA pal
the 1 :lily Irojans on top 1 0 Kit
NISI found the equaliier 7-1
utes i out id' interniession as H
pass set up Theresa R„..
goal raNt 1 r (*) State ei

A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
MF+1801 NYSE ANO stc
MIL LARD WI LYONS INC

its

www.hilltard.com

Agronomy Research &
Demonstrations
*Tobacco Research
'Corn/Soybean Varieties

by:
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, Murray State University School of Agriculture,
West Kentucky Corporation & Tennessee Valley Authority
For more information contact the MSU School of Agriculture at (270) 762-3327.
Sponsored
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Agriculture Update
By GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent

Forage tidbits for hay and pasture
As we sit in the prime
time of the year to renovate or establish cool season pastures and hayfields, many may be
wondering about some
facts of how to accomplish the seeding efforts.
With the amounts of
moisture our area has received this summer,
land managers should have a decent year to
accomplish seeding with more success than
in previous years.
Moisture is a key component in seeding
cool-season grasses, and with recent rains.
the ground moisture should be ample this
fall. As stated earlier, producers should be
attentive to the remaining days of this month

and the first few days of October to seed
cool season grasses.
Early fall seeding of cool-season grasses
allow newly established seedlings to germinate, grow and establish themselves before
cold winter months arrive. Later fall planted
seedlings have a much tougher time withstanding extremely cold temperatures, and
as a result. may not survive to be an effective amount of pasture or hay the following
season.
Checking for sound varieties to sow is
crucial for persons seeding new grasses.
Types of grasses to seed is equally important. Producers of hay and pasture crops, as
well as homeowners seeding lawns, should
understand agronomic characteristics of different grasses and the demands for mainte-

INSURANCE ofMurray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

753-5842
302 N. 12th

Street

M urra %

CELLTOUCH,inc
11141.0.1.

Dixieland Shopping Center
•-,
• ardwati on C,
....alttlat St ,

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Call us to compare!
Sor"

Fe»,

,

* •t

r

130Vd
-110I1V
-

500

Nights/Weekend
Minutes

vermenv.irefess

.)*

FREE
Digital Phone!
Hook up your home phone service!
N• coot
,
•41.
• •
Ole crollit CA.*,
N.
10=11;
'
,V.TICIN fat!

Oct. 16-17 at the University of Kentucky
Research and Education Center in
Princeton, Ky. Cost for the two day school
will be $100 and includes all meals, break
food and a grazing school notebook. Also, a
copy of Southern Forages and a forages
crop handbook pocket guide will be part of
the registration price.
The learning experience will have both
classroom work and practical field training
exercises, which include fence and watering
facilities construction. Weed identification,
stocking rate determination, and paddock
design and layout will be parts of the field
experience for the grazing school.
The grazing school is worth the time and
money spent to achieve the kind of training
you will experience at this educational

event. If you have any questions about the
grazing school or establishing or renovating
cool-season grasses, give me a call.
Our new permenent location is at 310 S.
4th St. in Murray. Most folks will know the
site as the "old" Farm Bureau building.
Come and see us!
Educational programs of the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race, color, age,sex,
religion, disability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State
University,
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture, and Kentucky counties,
cooperating.

Caution urged on state
roads during harvest

WESTERN KENTUCKY

kaniie
INSURANCE

nance they may require.
Seeding methods that provide a uniform
rate of seed and an optimum depth of 1/4 to
1/2 inches will work. Remember, the most
important part of seeding any type of seed is
to-have proper placement of the seed at the
right rate. Furthermore, seed to soil contact
is extremely important for vigorous seed
development.
Stockpiling fescues depend heavily upon
soil moisture and nitrogen fertilizer.
Nitrogen should be applied no later than
mid-September for most efficient growth.
The properly stockpiled fescue pastures can
be beneficial for Novembec and December
grazing to offset feed cost.
Along the forage lines of discussion, a
Kentucky Grazing School will be offered

$39.95 us

tax

serw-A3 sJblect to ..redit
all i•iDprovai
Crtne* •estrcnons nay D')ry E•C 'es 3• Cl

FRANKFORT. Ky. — Kentucky stay sate on the road by marking
Agriculture Commissioner Billy their vehicles with a reflective
Ray Smith is asking motorists across "slow-moving vehicle" emblem and
the Commonwealth to be especially making sure all warning lights are
careful in the weeks ahead as the operational. Commissioner Smith
state's farmers harvest their crops.
advised farmers moving large equipThroughout the harvest season, ment on the road to have an escort,
farmers will become more visible as both in front and in hack, whenever
they move combines, grain wagons, possible.
tractors and other implements down
The National Safety Council is
Kentucky's roads at a more frequent stressing that operators of farm
rate.
implements on roadways need to be
"Highway safety during the har- careful at railroad crossings. The
vest season is a. concern all over NSC recommends that drivers of
-Kentucky." ToninlisSioner Smith farm machinery:
• never attempt to cross where the
said. "The western part of the state
has more cropland. which means equipment may bottom out; never
more harvesting activity and a stop too close to a crossing on a tracgreater likelihood that farm equip- tor equipped with a front end loader:
never approach a crossing SQ fast
ment will he on the roads."
Farmers can help themselves to that a safe emergency stop is not
possible; never attempt to cross if
the equipment is too wide: and
never follow another piece of equipment across without looking and listening first.

11110111TING
SALE

Photo submitted

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane, has listed this Choc Lab, female,
two years old named Abby (left) and this Rat Terrier, female,
adult, among the many animals available for adoption.
Shelter officials urge persons to call the shelter if they have
lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday,
and closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS

Take care
fumigating
your grain
•

PRINCETON, Ky. — Across
Kentucky producers are delivering
wheat to buyers. As this unloading
begins many producers will notice
that their wheat contains insects.
"Unfortunately discovering the
insects when one is under pressure
to deliver grain only compounds the
problem," said Doug Johnson.
University
of
Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service
entomologist.
"Some producers in a rush to
deliver their wheat will attempt to
fumigate the grain on the truck
while in transit to the buyer,- he
said, "This is dangerous and illegal.It is permissible to fumigate a
truck load of grain. A truck load of
grain is treated just like any other
flat storage. However, it is illegal to
move the truck during fumigation
and before it has been properly aerated.
Attempting to fumigate on a
moving truck endangers the driver
and passengers, drivers and passengers in other vehicles and those persons inspecting the grain at the
point of delivery, Johnson said.

Store Consolidation
We Are Consolidating Stores
For Your Shopping Convenience

Large Amount Of
Inventory Mlust Gc•
Call For A Free Estimate.

25% TO 50%OFF

MYERSId umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray (270)753-6450

Savings Can Be Found On These Items:
*Housewares
•Nuts & Bolts
•Pet Supplies
•Electrical
•Unvented Gas Logs
•Pocket Knives

*Automotive
*Plumbing
*Hardware
*Small Appliances
*Coolers
*Sporting Goods

Performance. dependalnlitN and %Ale
Three words couldn't more perfectiv sum
up the incomparable package known as
the Big Bear 400 — arguahlN. the toughest,
hardesl-working 2\11) ,V1'1 on earth. •
'Romney. 14 wv-end imiwer flows Ini IITI a bulletproof, air/oil-cooled 400cc four-stroke single.
• 5-speed transmission Nilh automatic
clutch. merse and suin*r-hiw first gear
n Ii, serious work -- or
helps vw 4,44

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

•

Lighlweight. compact chassis.

class-leading* ground clearamv 19 7.4

MURRAY HOME B AUTO
HARDWARE DIVISION

SEPTEMBER "BLOW-OUT" SPECIAL!
MSRP $4599 SPECIAL $3999

and adjustable. long-travel SUsprnsion
deliver superb handling and a plush rnle,
• Ilassle-free electric start and shaft drive.

• All-ne% analog speishonieler/i4)Meter
means greater versatility.
.
•1111. 111.11 •• 1.•11'..1•

753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00

Hwy 94E, Murray • 753-8078
,

.
AT. to., tso..or /QOM

•

•t
^O... 01,11..

1

yr... A
.• • ...IA....,

,.„"„

„

t11111 11,11,
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270-753-1916
Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

CLASS F EDSgo

Just Say "Charge It"

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
010

060

060

Legals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifies:Ls go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 extra for blind box ads.

090
Domestic & Ctiiidcam

20 cu ft chest freezer.
HEAVY Equipment OperaCSR/PRODUCTION
Clean $125 OBO
tors Needed NOW!! BackAssistant needed.
759-9992
hoe,
Trackhoe
&
Dozer
Must have excellent peoomplete
160
ple and organizational You can be trained and
Murray Main Street
Horns Furnishings
skills. Salary mid 20's, certified in 21 days No
207 S. 5th Street
are
health, Co. matched sav- money down TransportaMurray, KY 42071
1 full size mattress and
ings, paid holidays, vaca- tion and lodging available
Free Sitter Referral Service
Operators are standing by!
tion.
Resumes to
springs, $150 , 1 queen
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction
References Available
Call today! 1-866-432Innovative Printing
size mattress and spring
of Murray Main Street Improvements:
Experienced Care For Elderly
8937
1623 Hwy. 121 N.
excellent condition. $250
Reconstruction of sidewalks on the inside
Murray. Ky 42071
LOCAL company seeks
one antique claw foot taFarley
Ashley
and outside of the court square in Murray,
drivers with Class A CDL
ble, $400 489-2527
DRIVER TRAINEES
270-759-8596
Kentucky. The reconstruction also includes
& 2 years experience
Tr.
NEEDED NOW!
Taylor
372
Tom
MUST Sell
lighting, landscaping and other construction
Need a great career? Home on weekends Call
Murray, KY 42071
Oak coffee table and two
around the court square. BIDS will be
Werner needs entry- level 759-8641 or 559-0710
end tables. Like new with
received by Murray Main Street at City Hall,
truck drivers. No experi- MANAGEMENT
team
mirrored doors Paid $600.
207 S.5th Street, Murray, KY until 2:00 p.m.
100
ence necessary. Earn seeking co-worker with exfor. Asking $175. OBO.
Business
(local time) October 9, 2001 and then at said
$600 to $900 per week cellent multi-tasking and
Call 759-1132
Opportunity
office publicly opened and read aloud. A preplus benefits. NO CDL? organizational
skills,
180
bid meeting is scheduled for September 24,
NO PROBLEM! CDL train- strong verbal and written IF you really want to make GOOD used carpet. Frost
Law & Garden
2001 at 10:00 a.m. at the Murray City Hall
free
refrigerator.
Good
ing is now available in your communication skills, genmoney!
building located at 207 S. 5th Street.
used air conditioners. 753
area. 1-800-242-7364.
eral knowledge of computwww.makingmoneybookLAWN Mowing Repair
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
4109.
ers, strong WORD, EXEXCELLENT
store.com/2328350
Go-carts, 4-wheels,
examined at the following location: Murray
CEL and Internet abilities.
OPPORTUNITY
150
ed. Free pickup and delivPublic Works, 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY
Mail resumes to AgForest
Freight Brokers needed
Articles
Computers
ery. 436-2867
42071.
Experienced & Trainees Partners 520 N. Main
For Sale
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
Must be willing to learn Street Murray. KY 42071
HEWLETT Packard Com
Farm Equipment
may be obtained at the office of Murray
trucking industry and ac- Applicants will be seen by puter, 850 MHZ, 30 Gig, 16'X100. green house
Redwood truss. specia
Public Works, 200 Andrus Drive, Murray, KY
quire a customer base appointment only.
hard drive, 12 Meg Ram.
greenhouse fiberglass. (al CASE 4210 10ft bushhog
42071 upon payment of $100 for each set.
while earning and learning.
NOW hiring
windows M E 40X-CD.
so extra fiberglass sheets Brand bushhog Both like
Holiday Inn Express
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CON759-3401 after 5pm
And CD-R W $550
new. 753-4276 after 6pm
for
sale)
Apply
in
person
TRACT DOCUMENTS within 14 days of
HEALTHY. Wealthy, and
753-8630
Can
be
seen
at
Hwy
641
N
,
Murray
BID opening and in good condition, will be
wise. Set your time and
KELLERS
500 N. 4th St. Murray Ky.
090
refunded his payment.
your terms. Looking for
COMPUTER PLACE.
or call 270-759-0901
The OWNER reserves the right to reject
men, women, and couples
Domestic & Childnate
Musical
AMD computers $699
after 5pm 731-644-3625.
to earn money with our
any or all bids and waive any informalities in
Upgrades & Repairs
new wellness program GENERAL Housecleaning
APPLES, Rome Beauty, SPINET Piano and matchthe bidding.No bid shall be withdrawn for a
Internet Service.
with Avon. $25. free gift for
753-3802
Red Delicious, Golden De- ng bench $675 cash
period of ninety days subsequent to the openOn 121S.
first 5 people to join. Call HAVING openings for
licious, Winesap $8.50 OBO. Leave message at
ing of bids without the consent of the
436-5933.
753-0171_
per bushel. McKenzie Or- 753-3377
OWNER.
house cleaning fall clean9a.m.-7p.m.
chard. 753-4725.
ing, home or business
TROMBONE- Bach ExcelMon-Sat.
Commercial floor model lent condition Chemically
$8,000
489-6199 leave message
Visa' Mastercard.
meat grinder. 220 Volt.
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
cleaned w/ case 753SIGNING BONUS
MDM COMPUTERS
grind a whole deer in ten
Notice
Lost and Found
old
will
do
babysitting
after
9212
COLLEGE TUITION
A+ Certified Technician
minutes. $200 474-8666.
school and on weekends
YAMAHA snare drum &
ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
On site service.
FOR Sale: Couch. TV,
THIS space is reserved
BREAKFAST
Call 759-9215 Have referbell set. Like new $350.
759.3556
come,
VCR,
Dining
table, adding 759-3781
the day might
Biscuits cSandwiches
Initially Part-time work,
ences
machine, cash register.
Your pet has strayed
Plenty of Hot cOffee,,TAMMY'S Treehouse
possible Full-time.
Various computer store incan't find its way home.
Starting @ 6:00am
In
Home
Daycare
Up.to $19 an hour.
ventory items. Call 753Corner Pocket, Almo.
has openings
Limited openings
call. we'll
5552.
us
a
give
Just
Mobile Homes For Sale
for children
FOR lease: Hunters ParaHazelAntigues.corn
be glad to help.
all shifts
dise game Refuge. Deer,
Call
ANTIQUES
Your loved one we'll
MACHINE quilting
1996 Dutch doublewide
767-9762
Turkey, Beaver, Coyote,
Old toys. advertising
1-800-GO GUARD
try to find,
$31.50
reg
size
28x48.
3br, 2 bath, large
WILL DO GENERAL
Rabbit, Quail. 270-489items, antique furniture
all have Furry
KY National Guard
Murray Sewing Center
kitchen Deck and front
HOUSE CLEANING
2116 If no answer leave 'Cause we
and
primitives.
or Feathered Friends,
759-8400
steps included. Excellent
Call Linda 759-9553
message_
We buy 1 or all!
OWN a computer'?
Here at the
Must be moved.
MURRAY
Sport
condition.
WILL
do
house,
office,
and
GET a Dish Network
Call 753-3633 ask
Put it to work!
Ledger & Times.
(270)492-8755.
& Marine Center
church cleaning
753Satellite system free,
for
Larry.
up to $25-$75 / hr. PT/FT
'Boats, motors, & trailers
1016
installed free
FOR Sale: 1994 Fleetwww.pcwork4me.com
753-1916
accessories. 400o off
Call
Requirements are easy.
wood 14x50. 2br, all elec888-689-7989
060
060
1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
just take $21.99 per month
tric, CIHIA. Like new.
Help Wanted
Help Wanted
*Used store fixtures.
for lyr & have a valid
$7.800. 492-8285.
POSITION available
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
060
credit or debit card Call
SINGLE Trailer. Beautiful.
Persons needed to preMURRAY Sport
Beasley Antenna & SatelHelp Wanted
$18.000. Now
Priced
pare income tax returns.
& Marine Center
lite at 759-0901 for more
KENTUCKY AREA
$8,000. 759-8317 Days
Seasonal employment. We
•Chrome & wood grains 9,30am - 4:30pm.
information.
ACCEPTING WORKERS, will train. Call 753-9204 or
TRUCKERS
display counters. Some
PEACHES &
Mail Order
270-437-4531.
How's your home time?
old
style for storage
VEGETABLES,ETC
This one works!
Is your insurance paid?
RESTAURANT •
shelves.
Copeland Orchards
1-800-429-7902
manager needed.
Good wages every week?
.1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
Mayfield Ky 42066
Sonic Of Murray is now
The Bestvvay Package
APPLICATIONS now be- take applications for
*Used store fixtures.
• 623-8312
2BR, 2 bath, private lot
Puts You First!
PHOTOGRAPHER
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
ing accepted for Food shift managers. Prior
Furnished Between ColdHome most weekends!
Photography by
Service Director. Candi- restaurant management
NICE 2 month old couch. 8
water & Stella. (270)489Paid
health
P Lynn Rogers
&
life
ins.
1
00%!
dates must have previous experience
month old loveseat, glass
preferred.
If no answer leave
2116.
16 years service
commercial! institutional Must be able to work Earn up to $915.00,week or more! table floor lamp. 16" truck
message
753-1001
Minimum age 4- CDL 4- 1 yr. OTR
food service experience days, nights, & weektires & ultra rims 489-2226
home
with kitchen and staff man- ends. Pay rate will be deSTORAGE Buildings built NICE 2br, Mobile
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
No pets 753-9866
agement. a positive atti- pendent on previous
price
in
on
site
Lowest
Automotive Freight
tude, neat appearance and management experience.
area. Call 437-4877
Bestway Express, Inc.
enjoy working with senior Apply in person or send
800-886-7633 EOE
1000.'. pure local honey
adults, salary based on ex- resume to Sonic Drive-in
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
www_bestwayexpressinc.com
Wholesale & retail, raw or
benefit 217 S. 12th St. Murray,
perience. Full
pasteurize, comb or strain
package. If you would like Ky 42071. No phone
LOT For Rent 753-9866
ed. 489-2554
to join the rest of our car- calls please.
Childcare facility seeking 2 qualified
ing. enthusiastic staff and SONIC Drive-In of Mur$ DOLLAR DAYS ARE HERE $
teachers/teacher aides that have CDA or
enjoy working daytime ray is now taking applicomhours in a clean and
Charlie's Aqtique Mall in Hazel is now
be willing to obtain CDA. Must be flexications for crew memfortable environment, ap- bers for all shifts. No
all
ages
and
any
ble
in
working
with
accepting
new dealers. For less than S1.90
plications are available at
phone calls please. Apfull-time
include
Specific
hours
hours.
you
can rent a large area of prime
per day
905 Glendale Road. Glen- ply in person at Sonic
5:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. M-F, and part-time
dale Place Retirement Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
retail space. Our experienced sales staff
Community.
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. M-F. Prefer someMurray.
handle all sales for you. You get detailed
Sept. 12-14

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat., Sept. 15th
9-2

Half Price Sale
Remainder
Women Clothes
731-642-9937
731-644-1126

Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

REWARD Lost August 31
Male Siamese cat without
collar. Woodgate area
Call Jerry Lee at 7537241
LOST Coles Campground
area Female Alaskan Malamute Black & white
759-9305

0
umuRRo
LEDGER ARMES

one with experience in sitting with children and/or Early Childhood major.
Please send a resume with references to
P.O. Box 1040-V, Murray, KY 42071.

Advertising Sales

GET TRAINED, GET HIRED. GET PAID.

- Position Available The Murray Ledger & Times is lookingfOr
right individual tofill an advertising represer
tativefull-time position. It may be you!
If you enjoy working with and meeting r;c
people, are highly-motivated and energetic air,:
love a challenge, consider this job.
Candidate will be actively working witi.
established local accounts, as well as develor
ing new business accounts in a rapidly grow
.
ing community.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. bonuses, and
paid gas allowance are all part of an excellent
benefit package.
Interested individuals should send resume to:

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Murray'Ledger & Times
PO. Box 1040-H
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employmep! Fmplovor

VISA

We Are In Demand Of Men
& Women Wanting To Get Into
The Trucking Industry.
2 Wk Training & Start Earning
32K-42K Plus Benefits
Your 1st Yr.
No Money Out Of Pocket. Company -Paid
Tuition. Drivers Are In Demand

CALL NOW 800-398-9908

computer generated sales reports. Tax
number or business license NOT required.
We sell for you 7 days per week. If you are
interested in retailing to the public and
don't want to he tied down then Charlie's
Antique mall has the answer. Selling your
stuff is our business and we take our business seriously. For more information call
270-492-8175 after 10:00 a.m. or stop by
Charlie's at 303 Main St.. Hazel. KY. Visit
us online at www.hazelantiques.com.

441104genal4.04
Prat piace to
•
8

Health Sciences Teaching Position Available at KY TechMurray/Calloway Area Technology Center. Must be a
BSN or Candidate must hold the Rank III KY teaching
certificate in the subject area or meet eligibility criteria
for a teaching certificate. Must have a minimum of four
years of nursing experience with at least 1 year of which
must be in long-term care facility services. Interested
applicants must contact Dennis Harper, Principal at
753-1870 or pick up an application at the
Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center. Applications
must be received no later than 9/17/01 to be considered.

300
Business Rentals
1100 sq ft office area with
2 bathrooms in Spruce St ,
industrial Park
Call 753-5976
APPX 1,500 sq ft . good
location, heavy traffic
Rent monthly or long term
lease
500 N 4th St Murray. Ky
Call for more info
Daytime 1-877-726-4077
after 5pm 901-644-3625

RENT OFFICE SPACE
The U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Farm Service Agency's Calloway County
Office in Murray, is interested in leasing
2860 net usable square feet of first class,
high quality office space. To be considered,
office location must be bounded on the
north by Murray City Limits/Hwy. 121, on
the east by Murray City Limits, on the
south by Murray City Limits/Wiswell
Road, and on the west by Murray City limits/Robertson Road North/Robertson Road
South.
Preference will be given to first floor
space. Occupancy is required by,
December 1, 2001. Call Michele Witt at
859/224-7620 for a copy of the solicitation.
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Public Sale

Complete Auction Service
Roger Stubblefield - Auctioneer

270-527-2931
Wayne Wilson Real Estate Broker

270-753-5086
17,74C,7
:
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( ESTATE AUCTION)
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
Saturday, Sept. 15th, At 10:00 A. M.
LT_Lel Gay & Edith Youngblood Estate"
276 Hopewell Road
IRA a mr-111 i•iita
.
a "KY
From Mayfield East Side "Hwy 80 - East Broadway'
Proceed East 1 Mile To Hopewell Road, Turn North
Proceed 1 10 Mile To The Property. Signs Posted

13.92 ACRES
In 7 Tracts & Combinations
All Wooded And Parklike Settings
TRACT ACREAGE OF
.636 Acre - .720 Acre - 1.686 Acres
2.057 Acres • 2.844 Acres • 3.012 Acres
City Water • Natural Gas
Beautiful Homesites • Great Potential
...
v.....
-",/-•
..

eirroAd:'
. "ww...r • .:
,.. ....

•

Real Estate Sells ,
At 1:00 P.M.

.-

Tract 2 - 2.961 Acres With
Spacious Executive Tudor Tri Level Home
3la 5 Bedrooms - Master Suite • 3 Baths
Formal Living Room • Formal Dining Room
Wonderful Kitchen w/Beautiful Cabinets
2 Fireplaces • Family Room w/Kitchenette
Great Upper Level - Spacious Bedrooms
2 Baths • Study • Deck • Walk In Attic
Many Nice Closets • 2 Central Units
Sun Room • Patios • Concrete Circle Drive
Double Garage..PlusA Deattached Garage
Built With Pride And Character
Nestled In A Picturesque Setting
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of
53,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
...

Also To Be Auctioned
From Hopewell Rd Location
Nice 2 Bedroom Brick Home
514 E. Broadway, Mayfield
Renting For S275.00 A Month
Call For A Private Viewing
1$3,000.00 Down, Balance In 30 Days/

NA am.
Icoo •-■ NMI isay Om•Igo am 1R
Davis Co Cherry Bed Dresser. Chest. Nightstand •
Mahogany Caropy Bed • Ethan Allen Side Table •
Antique Dresser • Marble Top Entrance Table & Side
Table •2-Ornate Antique Chairs • Chase Lounge Sofa
• Antique Sofa & Chair• Living Room Sofa & Loveseat
• Oak Chest• Rattan Furniture. 13 Pieces• Wing Back
Chairs • Side Chairs a-Portable TV's .Portable Stereo,
TV Combo • Small Wood Desk • Executive Desk •
Credenza • Packard Bell Computer • Parlor Lamps•
Large Store Style Antique Display Case • Antique
Victor Floor Safe • Old Baby Bed. Hi Chair • Old
Rocking Horse • Nordictrack • Depression Era
Glassware & Collectibles • Crystal Stemware •
Fostoria Pieces • Gorham Silver 10 Place Setting
"Chantilly Pattern" w., Serving Pieces. Beautiful •
Other Gorham Silver Pieces • Silverplate • Large
Tureen • Prints • Old Records • Books • Vacuums •
Beveled Mirrors • Wood Plant Stand • Imperial Mantle
Clock • Costume Jewelry • Linens • Household &
Kitchen Miscellaneous • Humidifier • Dehumidifier •
Old Wood Boxes Used For Produce &Shot Gun Shells
• Old Shells • lronrite "Worlds Finest 1941 Ironer" •
Yard & Patio Furniture • GUNS ...Winchester 30-30
BiCentennial "New. Still In Box- • Winchester 12 .Ga
Over/Under • Winchester 30-30 Welts' Fargo Lever
Action Rifle, New • Winchester 94-30-30 L'A Golden
Spike, New In Box • WW II German Rifle • Marlin 39M
.22 Cal Rifle. New In Box • Marlin Golden 39A Mountie
Mag Lever Action. New In Box • Remington 243 Deer
Rifle. Scope & Sling • Ruger 22 Cal Revolver • Colt
.25 Cal Automatic Pistol • F&W 38 Revolver • H&R
Arms 32 S&W Handgun KNIVES...Case Knives,
Many 10 Dots & Stag Handles. Mint Condition, New,
Including Case -Toledo Scale", Rare Stag "10Dot- Set
01 23-Dealer Allocated
FORD 1510 DIESEL TRACTOR. 832 HOURS
5 Bushhog • 72" Mower • Wood ChipperMulcher •
Fishing Poles• Hand Tools • Power Tools • Yard Tools
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
Knives, Guns. Tractor Will Sell At 10:30 A.M.

JAMES R. CASH

-

NE AMER I REAL ESTATE BOB
C FANCY FARM KY. 270-623-8466
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HIGHWAY 641 NorthUniversity Square, heavy
traffic ample parking. up
to 4,000 sq ft Available in
30 days
753-1492 Century 21
Loretta
FOR -Rent Metal Building,
406 Sunberry Circle Can
be used for 2 shops, good
condition Se Carlos Black
or call 436-2935

1 & 2br Apartments, Kirk
sey Appliances furnished
Coleman RE 759-4118
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
efficiency
1-2 br apts
C'HA. near MSU 7531252 or 753-0606
1BR & Studio apt near
MS1), partial utilities Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR apt available all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118

38R 1 bath home Living,
dining area, kitchen with
dishwasher, refrigerator
w/ice maker, self cleaning
oven. W/D hook-up, extra
large deck wiarbor Very
low utilities Available September 15th Lease, deposit, references No pets
759-4877 or 759-4072
evens
AURORA Duplex, 2br up
$495 p/mo tbr down $175
p/mo includes utilities.
1-800-531-2246.
EAST of Murray, 94E &
1346 area Cute 1br, $295
per/ month plus security
474-2520
NICE & clean 2 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, new
washer & dryer, carport,
storage shed. No pets_
Rent & deposit $400 Call
753-7920.
NICE 3br. 1 bath. W/D
hookup. dishwasher. 2
blocks from MSU. $550.
plmonth plus deposit. Reference required. Daytime
753-3949 or 759-3050 afte

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-S40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

1213 N. 16th St.• Mtirra .KY

Accepting applications.
1 & 2 bedroom townhouses.
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at S315.00
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call (270) 753-1970
TDD -800-545- I S33 Ext. 283

1BR, like new. appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
?BR, Near MSU New carpet. paint & wallpaper
CA-1•A, S300 Also 2br
S250 Coleman RE.
759-4118
4-5 Bedrooms- 1 5 blocks
MSU- partial utilities
gas heat- new appli:-inces 753-1492
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
Mr, Diuguld Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE Oct 1 2br
duplex apt on quiet deadend street 913 Story Ave
C;)-1/A Gas heat all appli

FOR Rent 2br Duplex
301 N 7th 5300 p/mo includes water Call 7595073
FOR rent: 2br Duplexs.
5350.- up. 759-4406.
LARGE 2br, 1 bath duplex
in private area. Central
gas heat & air, utility room,
tin pets, lease plus deposit 759-1087
LARGE 2br. 2 bath, appliances. WID. microwave
furnished, large deck, inside
garage
5600
p"month $600 deposit
753-7953
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

Rooms For Rent

CI

Storage Rentals

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
PREMIER MINISTOR AGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
Pets& Supplies
AKC Register Boxer puppies Only 2 left Shots
wormed dew claw removed, tail dock
270-753-0117 or
270-519-2224
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
FOR Sale Beautiful AKC
Bassett Hound puppy 4
months old All shots, nice
dog, house
included
$175 Call 759-5073
FOR Sale Pitbull puppies
3 female. 5 male Call anytime 753-8327
PUPPIES for sale. AKC
Shih-Tzu puppies, shots &
wormed. 759-3806.
SHIHTZU AKC. Ready to
go . beautiful colors.
731-352-0037
731-642-5151

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North Murray 753-1967

3 lots
12x$0 bld water, septic 1
block from boat ramp
$10,500 OBO 759-5945
436-6320
2BR. storage bldg. refer- LOTS for sale. Starting at
ences No inside pets, de- $11 000 Price includes
posit on Kirksey Hwy water, septic & driveway
Joyce Underwood
Also land home packages
898-2340
270-437-4838
2 4br Houses
Near downtown
/53-4109

SMALL house $285 p/mo
753-6012
THREE bedroom
one
bath. Central, heat &
walking distance to campus Call 753-8823 No
nets

linitem For Real

Utility Vehicles

QUIET family park in ex- 1988 GMC Jimmy 4x4 1989 Ford Taurus, 38 lite
clusive residential neigh- 177,xxx miles Good con- V-6 engine four-door se
borhood with city police dition $2,850 759-1700
dan, automatic $400 753and fire protection, close
3465
490
to shopping hospital and
94 Saturn SC2. 114,xxx
Used Cars
city transit service $95 per
miles, 1 owner, good gas
month includes city water,
mileage
good condition
1965 Black Plymouth Fury
sewer, garbage pickup
2 door, hardtop very nice $4,500 OBO 270-527Coach Estates at South
5727 leave message
753-8117
16th and Canterbury
FOR Sale- 65 Mustang
1983
Buick
6
cyl
Perfect
753-3855
Fastback 289. 55 Pontiac
inside & out, except bust- 4 dr.. & 64 Convair 4 dr.,
ed engine rod $300 436- all original, essentially
Acreage
6321 afternoon please
complete, need major re1986 Cadillac Fleetwood, storation, all 3 for $2,000
LAND for sale. Approx.
fully loaded $1,200 OBO 270-753-6406
464 acres. Good timber,
759-8938
good pasture, good huntPuryear,
ing. Near
TN. To
be sold by seal bids, Sept.
21st. Call 662-534-0629
1992 Ford E-250 van. Cal
for perspective. Lanny Au753-5626. Ext. 225.
try, Broker. M.J. 'Leggett,
Collaborate
Tennessee
Broker.
Courtesy Auto
460
Plex has auto
97 Dodge 3/4 ton diesel
Homes For Sale
loans available for
Excellent condition, load
71,xxx miles $18,500
ed.
slow pay, medical
2 older duplexes for sale
OBO (731)498-8006
near campus NO REAbills, divorce,
1987 Chevy S-10, LWB,
SONABLE OFFER RErepossessions
and
topper, auto, air, tilt,
FUSED, SELLING NOW!
cruise, 105K miles, great
753-2479
bankruptcy call
condition. $3,800. OBO.
3B/R. 2 bath_ RedecoratKenny B at
753-5452 after 5pm.
ed. Central gas Ht/AC.
800-505-5091
or
W/D hookup Near MSU,
510
our credit hot line
good location/neighborCampers
hood, big lot/shade trees.
24 hours
$68,850 753-8585 (Will
1978 Ithas, 2 owner. 350
877-937-2886
lease/Own)
400 turbo, 50,xxx miles,
3BR. 2 full bath, 13 acres
1991 Hyundai Scoupe new front tires, air, gas
of land 436-5064
stove, gas heat, water,
$800 Looks sporty, has
3BR., 1 ba C/H/A 2.5 car
fridge, TV, coffee pot,
sunroof Call 759-9215
hook-up.
garage. wid
sleeps
6.
1993 Acura Vigor, 5 bathroom.
Large fenced-in yard.
CD $35,000. 731-498-6333.
leather,
speed.
Many updates. 1633,Hamplayer/Changer, sunroof. 1985 Lake, 32 ft.. $2,500.
ilton Mid 60's. 753-7093
loaded, 126.xxx, $5.000. or $175 p/mo. Water fur3BR , 2 bath on 27 fenced
OBO. 759-0513.
nished. Call 437-4465. No
North Calloway
acres
1995 Gbld Saturn SC1 calls after 8 30pm
area 270-753-1410
2dr,, 32,000 miles on new
530
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
engine Power doors, winServices Offered
bath, red brick, double lot,
dows, cruise A/C, castown edge Call 753-4109
sette Priced less than KelWATTS MOWING*
FOR SALE
ly Bluebook Private Party
759-2514
2br Duplex, Northwood
Value $4500
*Mowing *Landscaping
$72,000. 759-4406
270-210-1564
•Gutter-Cleaning
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
1996 Dodge Intrepid. 1
Priced like a fixer upper,
affordable
hauling, iunk
A
owner $3500 OBO. 270but everything new and 753-1410.
clean up, tree work, gutter
ready to move into 2br. 1
cleaning 436-2867
82 Citation 1 owner. origibath, carport. utility room
nal miles, has ouches A time to take care of your
S39.900
home Affordable work
$am. 759-3401
435-4632 or 559-8510
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design. and restoYOU SHOW US:
ration Free Estimates
•Average credit (not perfect)
753-4380
•Steady income history
A-1 Tree Service
WE SHOW YOU
1e1
Stump Removal
•100'4 loan, no money
W 1 111
492-8737.
down
437-3044
•Flexible, forgiving program
Free Estimates
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
BURL'S Wrecker Service
24 hours, Fast Service
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • lacquel)n Watson
400 N 4th St
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
270-759-2295

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

Ottanxi

Used Cws

11121

vgn.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References. Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in:
*Driveways, *Parking lots.
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, *Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

NICE mobile home lot 3
miles north of Murray with
well. septic. 2 car garage
Call after 7pm 759-1204

HWY 121 near Farmington Nice 3br, recent tilt
windows, central unit, natural gas, new carpet. 1
acre more/less. Glinda
270-247-6954 Barger Realty
LOOKING for something
different? Not a br9
ranch Open floor plan.
Sunken Family room with
Skylights and bay window
wrap around deck. 3br, 2
bath, 2,000 sq. ft, centra
gas heat & air. Lots of
shade. S70's. 216 Woodlawn Ave. Call 436-5067
NEARLY finished new
house located in Woodgate Subdivision 3 br. 2
bath, F Dr, covered front
and back porches. eat-in
kit.. whirlpool tub, Upstairs
can be finished for 4th bdr
559-2175 or aft 5 753•
150C:

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839
J&D LAWN CARE &
LANDSCAPING
*Power seeding
4
*Shrub Trimming
•Muclhing
•Leaf Removal
•Wholesale plants.
(270)759-8912
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SMALL JOBS
Can't find anyone to do the
small lobs? Call Bill Settle
753-9708. Garage doors,
openers, decks, siding, additions and reoairs

270-759-4979
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
'Fully Insured
'Free Estimates
270-759-1953.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113

GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF
3
MNO
Totally
6

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FALL is coming! Call now
to order your trees for fall
planting. Sunrise Landscaping. 767-9735.

FREE!

Confidential
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222

24 Hrs. 1.800-953-2050

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
THERAPEUTIC Massage
Rangsima Collins
CMT MS
270-753-8282
Gift Certificates,
Senior Discount

5vecializing in Custom Workmanship
`DECK & FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS
•MULTISPEC COATINGS

'CUSTOM HOMES
*SPRAY PAINTING
*PRESSURE CLEANING
*WATER PROOFING

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

The Roof of the
Future
Live Under It

STEEL

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Call Thompson
Construction
today for free
estimate...
270-527-8326
or
270-994-0543

753-1916

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

oaeere
t4
(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

FUNERALS
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANC
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100'
of the Deductibles

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Nrou are responsible for the deductible th,,t
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial
Waste Disposal
1-800-5856033

m Wrar 1/..abit&;A'S
)
il
(•:- ler reD's formal
'7
1.;1r Al/ Special Occa.viatt'A.''
1\

4EMie

Free Column
FREE kittens 753-7777

304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
\\..„,..4, 12701 753-1300 • Toll Free 1-1001-367-675'7

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

fitifinvciFitswis

FOR SALE
22 Acre Farm - 1800 sq.
ft. home includes cattle
barn. $118,900.00.

cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Colonial style brick,
lake access., hardwood
floors, great condition.
$74,900.00

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial

All Types of Refuse Service Vs'
,
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal

3 bedroom in city priced below appraised
value. $64,500.00.

LAKE LAND PAINTING

Avoid inflationary cost.

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Divorce? • Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?

El El Mil
II
MI

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
*Lawn mowing
•Landscaping.
*Bed mulching
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured
270-753-6772

Now scheduling fall
work. Immediate'openings
for interior/exterior painting.

NEED A CAR?

NH
111

Offered

Offered

M & T Painting

Global Mortgage Link

FURNISHED room for
Vent Private bath, laundry
efficient Nice home, exTIMOTHY
&
Orchard
cellent neighborhood, all
grass hay for sale $2 00 a
paid but long distance.
bale (731)498-8006
$250 per month. 7531641 leave message
Real Estate
IM1VIATICILATE with new
bed' bedding, iv, a/c, desk/
HALEY Professional
chair, phone. Plus full
Appraising
house privileges. BS TV.
270-759-4218
w/d, kitchen Cable moFor What It's Worth'
dem. All you need is your
clothes Ph 767-0421 after
5pm

240
• Houses For Rent

490

i

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS

1BR efficiency (2 room)walk to MSU partial utilities
paid $285 753-1492
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Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services
We

Specialize in Cleaning"

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
.We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

eu. ,-•Irk

COLDW
BANKeR

1ST REALTY GROUP
Glenda Ritchie
753-1651
436-6370 Home

4377,
---b-147-777,177,_,
-MovingI
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

YAMAHA (1985) 700 cc
Virago
22,xxx
red
(sharp) $1.500 753-1818

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

-

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floor:,
'Install braces & floor joists under houses tc,
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers
Plus...all other home improvements

David Gallimore, Owner

(-;•",- Lamb Brothers
;Ii Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

Free Estimates

Tree Trinimi,1

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Service

, Hedge Thimming Full Line of
Equipment
Thee & Stump
all.timb
Remoual

Free Estimates
901-247-5422

480
Auto Parts
4 3L V-6 motor $250 Ultra
wheel w/tires 15x8 S300
753-1534

Wert Utility Vehicles
SUPER Sharp S-10 SUV
88 Blazer Tahoe 4x4.
Like- new clear- coat Finish & tire Loaded Runs
great. $4,450 0130. No
junker! 436-5035

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price"
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

, CHRIS KROUP'§7
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222

To Advertise Your Business
Call Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916
To Get More Information.

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

Wrgigin.s Furniture Since 1958

Residential/Commercial

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24 36 month financing

Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

._4(i

:sr

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 62 and have
mature-onset diabetes. Unfortunately,
I've never been in good control and have
had neuropathy for the past two years.
This has affected my feet, legs, hands,
arms, bladder and rectum. My doctor
said he'd never heard of such a thing. Is
there an exercise or surgery to repair
the muscles,especially the sphincters?
DEAR READER Diabetic neuropathy
lnerve malfunction) usually involves the
feet and legs, leading to pain, numbness,
tingling and clumsiness. However, this
condition — which is thought to be secondary to poor circulation — can affect
nerves elsewhere in the body,too, including those near the spinal cord. This can,
in rare rases, result in bladder and rectal
problems,especially incontinence.
In order to retard the progression of
neuropathy (and lessen its effects), you
must pay careful attention to controlling
your diabetes. This means a strict diet,
exercise and — if necessary — medicine
to lower your blood sugar. Type 2 diabetes means that diet, with or without
pills, is sufficient for your needs; insulin
injections should not be required.
Nonetheless, I am concerned that
your disease has yet to be controlled.
You may actually be a type 1 diabetic, in
need of insulin. This may explain why
your neuropathy has progressed so
relentlessly.
If your physician, working with a dietician, is unable to bring the situation
speedily under control, you may have to
address the problem more aggressively
by seeking consultation with an endocrinologist (for your diabetes) and a neurologist (for your nerve problem). There
is no surgery to aid you; exercises will
be of limited value. Work closely with
your physician and the specialist.
DEAR DR GOTT: What is cardiomyopathy? Is it common?
DEAR READER: Cardiomyopathy is

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

a general term that denotes a disorder
of the heart muscle. The affliction is
associated with many diseases, including coronary artery blockage, hypertension, infections, metabolic abnormalities
(such as diabetes and thyroid diseases),
malnutrition, alcoholism, tumors of the
heart and autoimmune diseases. Any
condition that affects the cardiac muscle either directly or indirectly can lead
to cardiomyopathy. Thus, it is common.
Symptoms such as weakness and
breathlessness appear when the damaged heart muscle can no longer perform normally. It becomes flabby,
stretched and weak, with resulting
accumulation of excess fluid in the
lungs, liver and legs.
Unless the underlying disease is
treated, cardiomyopathy carries a grim
prognosis: More than 70 percent of
these patients die within five years.
However, with modern drugs, such as
diuretics and ACE-inhibitors — which
improve the strength of the beating
heart, reduce the cardiac workload, and
stimulate the excretion of fluid —
patients with cardiomyopathy can be
helped to lead relatively normal, albeit
restricted, lives.
As I emphasized above, control of the
causative disease is the primary priority. Patients with advanced cardiomyopathy, not amenable to drug therapy,
may have to be considered for cardiac
transplants as a last resort.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Heart Disease."

DEAR ABBY: I recently went to matter how short the span, no
visit a Marine from our reserve unit. life is wasted.
He is receiving radiation treatments
*5*
for an inoperable brain tumor. My
Your column
ABBY:
DEAR
objective was to comfort him.
I stood by his bed for 30 minutes. requesting that readers donate old
He squeezed my hand repeatedly to cell phones to victims of domestic
let me know he was still strong in violence will undoubtedly provide
will and determined to fight through them with easier access to 9-1-1.
anything as a true Marine. Then his However, of great concern to the
wife came in. She gently rubbed his National Emergency Number Assoother arm and asked him if he ciation (NENA) is the fact that cell
needed anything. He looked her in phones are of limited use in certain
the face, mustered his energy, and emergencies. Please share the folwith a shine in his eyes replied, lowing lifesaving information with
your readers:
"You are all I will ever need."
(1) Users must allow a few extra
At that moment, the comment
appeared to be a nice retort. Five seconds for an answer when dialing
minutes later, it hit me between the 9-1-1.
(2)The caller must give the opereyes. Tears welled up inside me as I
realized it had been far more than ator the street address or other
just an exchange of words — it had information that will allow the
center to deploy a team to the site.
been an exchange of love.
(3) Emergency response centers
Here was a man suffering great
pain from a tumor that had taken do not have the technology to detercontrol of his body. He could have mine the caller's location or cell
asked for more medication or to be phone number. Therefore, the caller
fed or comforted. He could have must describe the emergency and
asked for something to quench his provide the cell phone number, in
thirst. But the only thing that made case a callback is necessary.
NENA views any effort to help
him feel good was something he had
even before the tumor took 'control victims of crime and domestic vio— the devotion of a loving woman lence as a noble and worthwhile
who now stood unselfishly by his cause. Thank you, Abby, for doing
side. She had been there through your part to get the word out about
every day of their marriage, and her the limitations of cell phones.
W. MARK ADAMS,EXECUTIVE
love did not fade in his hour of tragic
DIRECTOR, NENA
illness.
Michael
Sgt.
Gunnery
Master
DEAR MARK: Thank you for
Bussiere became my "professor of
life experience." Little did I realize the warning. While cell phones
when I went to visit him that he can be lifesavers during certain
would teach me a lesson that would emergencies, they have their
impact my life. However, without drawbacks when compared
intending to, he challenged me to. with "land lines."
***
reorganize my priorities and forever
change the way I look at the woman
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
I wake up with daily. My task now Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
is to not lose sight of the love he and
*5*
his wife shared, and to never take
for granted the love between my
wife and me.
Thank you, Michael.
MM.BRIAN SMALLWOOD,
USMC

Restaurant

DEAR MAJ. SMALLWOOD
AND DEAR READERS: Master
Gunnery Sgt. Michael Bussiere
passed away before this letter
could be published. I extend my
deepest sympathy to his family
and to you at this sad time. The
most precious gift we leave
behind are the lessons we teach
and the examples we set for
others. Because of that, no

The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
-Qriginal Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai od festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6,95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order.
We also have Thai Beer.
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328
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I DIDN'TFOR Q7/OUBESHOULD
STLOY
MAO AT
TEST,
'NE
YOURSELF,
BUT I'MMAOSTILL NOTTEACHER
YOUR

HOW
COULDAT
BE MAO
IMYSELF'
NICE GUY/I'M

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Sept
11.2001.
Examine your long-term goals before
you plunge into any final professional
commitments this year Pressure from
others surges forward. This develops
your imagination, which becomes one of
your greatest weapons and assets. Aim
for what you want. Children around you
often throw tantrums if they don't have
things their way. If single. you could
often find a potential partner testy. but
you like this person's energy. A major
relationship lights up your life. If you are
attached, your relationship will become
intensely passionate. but not always easy
Be reasonable Focus on the long term
Count on CANCER
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Posit! ye;
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult

AlCr I-11Y
IRVIN* SHMED HIS HEAD!
HE LOOKS GROSS!
I CAN'T TAKE HIM TO
ALEX'S WEDDING!!

, ,44111,

DUMP HIM
UNINVITE HIM!
TELL HIM ID CALL WHEN
HIS HAIR IS BACK!!

THAT 15 DESPICABLE
IT'S ONL.4 HAIR!
WHAT SORT OF SHALLOW
PERSON REIECTS SOMEONE
BECAUSE OF HAIR??!

...FEEL ( SOMETIMES
I CAN ONL•1
BE1TER'
FIND THE HIGH
ROAD WHEN THE
LOW ROAD GETS
T00 CROWDED..

.))

1

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Communication flows in the
morning. Make calls and respond to email. Others see fire in your eyes this
afternoon. Get going and work through
some of your high energy. Realize that
with this volatile quality present. you
could easily tngger a squabble. Tonight:
Catch up on mail at home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Handle Important financial matters in the morning. when you express
wilt&f with clanty. You are jolted by
the way another speaks to you Choose
your words with care. Don't participate

in any sarcasm or quarreling. Tonight:
Do an errand or two, and chat with
fnends on your way home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
**** Your smile puts others at ease,
yet it might make one specific person
envious. If you hear a lot of grumbling or
if someone becomes reactive, understand
what is going on here. Handle a problem
with a diplomatic conversation. Use your
imagination. Tonight: Treat someone to
dinner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Slow down this morning. even
though you might be in a rush. Your
enthusiasm energizes others, making a
job a lot easier. Tune in to your body. Do
you need a checkup? Is it time for a diet?
Respond to a loved one. Tonight: A tetea-tete.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Approach problems directly.
Others might express annoyance or frustration. Back off some. Entertain a friend
who has constructive ideas. Say little and
develop a more laissez-faire attitude. Do
background work in the afternoon.
Tonight! Get a good night's sleep.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You're senous and directed.
Understand that a family member might
need more than just a hardworking relative or roommate. A willpower struggle
could develop where you least intend.
Explain to another what is on your mind.
Tonight: Get some fall shopping done
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Long-distance news doesn't
reveal the entire story. You might sense
that fact, but you don't know how to get
the lowdown. Don't listen to gossip.

CROSSWORDS

_JAC

35 Large bird
36 Chemical
suffix
37 Singer lang
38 Pear-shaped
instrument
41 GI —
42 Sales
condition
wds )
43 WWII area
44 Boxer Max
45 Wallach ID
47 Solely
49 Traveled by
water
53 Current —
57 Sports org
58 A Stevenson
60 Individual
61 Strong desire
62 Star of The
Practice"
63 Depot (abbr.)
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MOTHER, i Am SICK AND
-RED OF you TRyiNG
To RuN OUR LIVES'l

Hester and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ten years ago
Opal Howard and Lillian Steele Jerry Don Balentine, Aug. 31; a boy
attended the THEOS 1991 annual to Mr. and Mrs. Mike Penney, Sept.
International Conference held at St.
Larry R. Mayfield, vice president
Louis, Mo. They are leaders of the
local group for widowed women of Pe6ples Bank, Murray, received
and men that meets on the second his graduate degree in banking from
Tuesday at the Calloway County the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Sept. 3.
Public Library Annex.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a girl to
Calloway County 4-H members
Jennifer and Gary Clark and a girl
to Charlotte and Timothy Edmonds, participating in the Kentucky State
Sept. 3; a girl to Mary Ann and Fair include Martha Kemp, Kenneth
James Arthur and a girl to Sandra Howard, Marsha Hendon, Mike
White, Darwin Weatherford, Glen
and Frank Fender, Sept. 4.
In high school football games, McCuiston, Gary Ezell, Kathleen
Murray Tigers won over Reidland Madrey, Cynthia Ezell, Ike Allbritand Calloway Lakers lost to Martin ten, Johnny Kelso, David Watson,
Henry Armstrong, Randy Patterson,
Westview.
Janet Like, L.W. Patterson, Jerry
Twenty years ago
Dedication ceremonies for the
Spiceland, Donnie Yarbrough and
Quaker Oats/Fisher Price City of Linda Henry.
Murray Urban Development Action
Murray High School Tigers won
Road Project will be Sept.. 11 at 10 over Russellville 34 to 6 in a foota.m. at Murray Fisher-Price plant.
ball game.
Katherine Holley, 59, Rt. 2,
Fifty years ago
Puryear, Tenn., died Sept. 8 from
Dan Shipley, son of Mr. and
injuries sustained in a car accident Mrs. E.D. Shipley, walked off with
on Highway 94, nine-tenths of a the honors in the 4-H FFA Division
mile from Murray.
of the Kentucky State Fair. He won
Richard Knight scored his first both senior champion and grand
hole-in-one at Murray County Club champion of the Dairy Show. He is
on Sept. 5. He was playing golf a former member of Murray Trainwith Clyde Adkins, Chad Stewart ing School Chapter of Future
and Tim Miller.
Farmer s of America and is now a
Thirty years ago
freshman at Murray State College.
Published is a picture of Joe Pat
Murray City Council discussed
Ward, president of Murray Lions the streets and utilities at its meetClub, presenting a check to Barry ing Sept. 7, according to Mayor
Polston, city parks director, for spe- George Hart.
cial needs at the park.
The Stitch and Chatter Club met
Births reported include a boy to Sept. 6 at the home of Mrs. Vester
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby I. Atkins, Aug. Orr.
7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny

Horoscopes

Thai's Corner

Ett_CONICOIE.
MAO/ MEMY
REALLYFAILED
I'MTEACHER
A TEST
ONYESTERDAY/

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

40U CHOSE THE C01.-Okb,
THE FLOWERS,THE MUSIC,
THE FOOD' you DECIDED
CN THE CLorHING, THE
SERVICE AND -TI-AE
RECEPTION!
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AND NOW,abGT BEFoRE
THE CE.REMONLi —
you'Re.TELLING VG
WHO WE. CAN AND
CANNOT HAVE- IN THE.
NNEDoiN&
PARTV I

AAWHHH!
you NEVER APPREC-IATE

ANV11i I N6r
I Do FOR

GAFtPlIELCI
COULD YOU HOLD FOR A
MOMENT' I HAVE ANOTHER

1 An — and a
leg
4 Prevent
9 Dept. of
Justice
branch
12 Roman three
13 Stop
14 Ancient bird
1 5 — and
shakers
17 Papeete's
locale
19 Man's
nickname
21 Artificial
language
22 Persistence
of Memory
painter
25 Tel Aviv
locale, for
short
27 Philbin
co-host
31 Guido's high
note
32 "— — —
Sue"
34 Smallest St.
2

1

CALL. COMING IN...
THANKS

ORDER.ORLON
EXUDES
O PENLY
GEUM
AIDEDIlia
LP
SEMIS AR I
D OR
AT.
R I P.ER
ESAU
TUNABLE
REPLY
Mil TEA SOME..
R I NKY
U PDRAFT
E D.I_E
ATREE
LE
ST.A
SILLY
N TH
TR
CEDAR
AR'ES
.
_
.. .
REMORAIE. LOR.ES
REDAN
LIEIN
9-10 ID 2001 United Feature Syndicate
5 Lobby
6 Apiece
(abbr.)
7 0-U linkup
8 Word with
jerker or
sheet
9 Part of TGIF
10 Plant life.

1 Direct at
2 River (Sp I
3 Roman 1004
4 Land
measure
5

6

7

9

8

10

it

13

12

I'VE BEEN
A BUSY BOY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3

1

15
19

id II Mill'

22 23 ill

I
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im di
diMil
dril
ill
ill
I
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42
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50
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Follow through on a work project
Screen calls, or you might not get enough
done. Tonight: Work as late as need be.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A partner demands a lot from
you, though you might not want to give it
your all. Don't get into a power struggle
with this person. Grab an opening. Try: to
understand another through a conversation. Allow for different opinions.
Tonight: Escape problems by putting on
a favonte piece of music.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You trigger an uproar where
you least expect it. You still need to deal
with a financial matter. Others don't
agree. Discuss a relationship with openness. especially with the person
involved. Surpnsing news comes forth as
a result. Remain confident. Tonight. Say
"yes."
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Focus in the morning. In the
afternoon, whether consciously or not,
you drive a hard bargain. You know what
you want, and you're willing to fight for
it. You might not need to be rational, but
you are determined. Understand limits,
specifically your own. Tonight: Accept
an invitation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Listen well as a loved one verbalizes. You have waited a long time for
this moment. Understand that this person
might evoke a strong reaction in you.
Weigh the pros and cons of maintaining
the status quo or taking a nsk. Tonight:
Finish off any lIngenng work.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Deal with real estate and pnmary responsibilities as soon as possible.
Don't get stuck doing anything you don't
want to do. Your clarity can and will
make all the difference. Creative juices
emerge when dealing with others.

for short
11 Here (Fr.)
16 Slender finial
18 Book of hours
20 Within (comb
form)
22 Skin (comb
form)
23 Pseudonym
24 Spanish
article
26 "Love Story"
star (2 wds
28 Negative
prefix
29 Black tea
30 Snake or
computer
32 Latin I word
33 Opp of SSW
35 Former car
39 Nickel symbol
40 Simpson
judge
41 Andrews ID
44 Secondary
46 Feeble
48 Roman 57
49 "— Kids"
50 Mature
51 Mr Fleming
52 Presidential
inits
54 Negatives
55 Explosive
56 Ocean
59 Lavin ID

to the
• Subscribe
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LUGER &T1MLS

Home Delivery
$20.25

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr.

$40.50
$78.00
Local Mail

(Calloway. Graves & Marshall)
$25.00
3 mo.

$50.00

6 mo.
1 yr.

$85.00
Rest of KY/TN

(Nryear, Buchanan ee Pans)

$65.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3mo.
6mo.

$70.00
$85.00

1 yr.

$130.00
Money Order
M/C

Check
Visa
Name
Street Address
City

Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
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Man rescued from sewer

MCCH Photo

PARADING ABOUT ... Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Child Care Center participated in the
Freedom Fest parade in July. The Center's float featured each of the children's classes. About 50
children, along with parents and grandparents went along for the ride on the float. Also, the Child
Care Center recently held its preschool graduation. Seventeen preschoolers who moved on to
kindergarten were honored. The Center provides care for the children and grandchildren of
employees at MCCH and West View Nursing Home.

HOUSTON (AP) — Kevin
Funchess' trip to get some fried
chicken turned into a three-day
nightmare spent wedged in a storm
sewer drain.
Firefighters rescued Kevin
Funchess, 41, on Saturday after he
was cIjf4lly able to reach his cell
phone aut4 call 911. He had fallen
into the manhole Wednesday night,
and had been without food or water
ever since.
Funchess was released from the
hospital Sunday afternoon. He suffered muscle damage, dehydration
and irregular breathing.
Firefighters said the teacher's
family had been trying to reach him
during the ordeal, but Funchess said
he wasn't able to answer the phone.

Murphy selected for education panel
41.
- —
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Janis E. Murphy, assistant
State
Murray
in
professor
of
Department
University's
Educational Studies Leadership
and Counseling, was selected by
the United States Department of
Education as a qualified Review
Panelist/Field Reader Chairperson
for the Child Care Access Means
Parents In School (CCAMPIS1 discretionary grant program.
The Higher Education Act of
1965, as amended, authorized the
Skretary of Education. Dr.
Roderick Paige. to award CCAMP-

IS grants to assist postsecondary
education institutions of higher
education in providing quality
campu-based child care services
to low-income students.
All invited CCAMPIS panelists
were recognized by the United
States Department of Education as
experienced professionals, familiar
with the issues pertaining to the
startup and operation of child care
centers, early childhood education'.
zero-to-three child development,
outreach to low-income families
and child care programs in college
and/or university settings.

Murphy has experience as a
Murphy and the other CCAMPIS panelists met in July in Washington, D.C. Head start team
Arlington. Va. for this second grant teacher, a Minnesota infant/toddler
teacher and she has completed an
reading of childcare applications.
previously early childhood special education
has
Murphy
reviewed grant applications for the developmental therapy internship
United States Department of for Exceptional Children with
American Interaction and Communication
the
Education,
Association of University Women, Disorders, under the supervision of
Children's
Minneapolis
American Fellowships Higher the
Education Awards and the Eleanor Medical Hospital Child Care
Roosevelt Public School Teacher Center.
Murphy currently teaches the
Fellowships. Because of this aforementioned expertise. Murphy was Murray State University course
named chairperson of her CCAMP- Introduction to Kindergarten and
the Primary School.
IS Grant Review Panel.

OIL! CHANGE SPECIAL
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-1-41* $14.95
accepting applications 145-1

"It truly is a test of faith,"
Funchess said in Monday's editions
of the Houston Chronicle.
Funchess was crossing a highway on his way to a fried chicken
restaurant when he fell into the
hole. His head was jammed against
the sewer wall and his left side was
pinned so that he could only move
his right hand. He struggled to
reach the cell phone in his backpack, which was stuck underneath
him.
Until Saturday, he was unable to
maneuver his hand to reach the
-PI times.
phone, which rang sever
nobody
but
help,
for
yelled
He
answered.
Fundless said the street was
nearly 3 feet above his head. He

could see a side of the freeway and
the changes from day to night, but
he "lost all conception of time." He
said he was grateful for the steady
vibration of cars overhead.
Funchess said he prayed, slept
and thought about his students and
his grandmother. He said he didn't
think about death.
"I was too close to home to die,"
he said.
Funchess said he was "stunned,
dizzy, panicky" when he was rescued,
Funchess' family was concerned
bot thought he might be working or
staying with friends. Joann Cannon,
his mother, said they didn't know
he was missing until the 911 operator called Saturday.

Call us
ornytime.

For your
•LIFE *HOME 'AUTO
FARM *BUSINESS
'

("On most cars & trucks)

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires- -

I•RANKFORT. Ky. — The through DLG and the state's 15 area
Kentucky Department for Local 'development district offices. The
Oovernment (DLG) is accepting deadline for applying for the
2002 Recreational Trails Program grants
the
for
applications
is Oct. 12.
Recreational Trails Program.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
Jody
Commissioner
DLG
Lassiter says that Kentucky will
receive approximately $811,395
A Special Invitation -To Come -To ,An Opening
the Federal Highway
from
Administration for fiscal year 2002
TUT MUM MAU WiClit
to create public trails for recreational activities such as walking. hiking.
jogging and biking.
"I want to encourage communities to apply for these funds,"
Lassiter said. "In this past fiscal
year. DLG allocated Kentucky's
share of the program, which also
added up to about $811.000 for 32
different projects.
"DLG funded a full one-third of
the applications that were received
4 Dr., Sedan,P.S., P.B., Air, Auto.,
by the department. So the hard
AM/FM Cassette, Tilt/Cruise
applian
work put into developing
oarraiummurousr'
1111111111111•18111”1111111111r,
cation does pay off.City and county governments,
MI
state and federal agencies and non-4411111%.
Stock #
profit organizations are eligible to
1221
2001
II,
Tuesday,
Sept.
apply for the grants. The Kentucky
Trails Advisory Committee, made
I p.m. - 8 p.m.
up of individuals with different
Peter Gorniewicz will join us in personally
backgrounds. reviews and scores
greeting you and discussing your clothing needs.
the applications, and makes funding
recommendations.
The maximum grant request is
4 DicSeclen, Auto., Air, P.W., PL.,
S50.000 and the minimum is
Tilt/Cruise, Cassette
S.2.500. Project sponsors are
Stock #4.
required to contribute at least 50
C01451
percent of the total project costs
through cash, donations, or in-kind

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
SUBSCRIBE

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
_
•
www.shelterinsurance.com

Leaves are Falling and
So are Our Prices!
2001 Dodge Neon SE

2001
Dodge Stratus SE

M.S.R.P. $15,100
Sale Price

$12,995*
2001
Dodge Intrepid
4 Dr., V-6, Auto., Air, P.W./P.L.,
Tilt/Cruise, Cassette
Stock #
C01463

services.

Applications

are

available

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray

M.S.R.P. $18,455, Sale Price

15,995*

ED
WANT
5 Homes for Advertising...

2001 Jeep Gr.
Cherokee Laredo

Garage Conversions
For A Family Room

Auto., A/C,P/W,P/L,Tilt/Cruise,
Cassette

Sunrooms

$18,995*

2001
Dodge Durango SLT
V-8, Auto., Dual,A/C,3rd Seat,P/W,
P/L, Tilt/Cruise, Cassette
Stock #
T01452

Stock #
101097

•Add Value
'Added Space
0100% Bank Financing

M.S.R.P. $21,715, Sale Price

11:0
•
••
i
S.
•
••
1141

Trim & Vinyl Siding

•:•
110

M.S.R.P. $28,045, Sale Price
••
•:•

$22,348*

M.S.R.P. $30,340, Sale Price

$24,698*

i
S.
•••

FREE Storage Garage

'Lowest Interest Rates
•90-Day Deferred Payments
Replacement Windows

State licensed Bonded & Insured

11%
0111

•••

Custom-Made Carports
& Patio Covers

NU-LOOK Home Improvement Co. Inc.
I= ME

-Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.)
(

•1
,
•
4
51
0:4
••I
0%
0:.

P't-Pft't-iecf
2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
(731)642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
'Rebates deducted, taxes extra.

759-6110
•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•

0

